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...\BRIDGED PREFACE TO THE FI~ 
EDITION. 

THE following chapters are based on the courses of instruction given 
during my tenure of the Xewmarch Lectureship in Statistics at University 
College, London, in the sessions 1902-1909. The variety of illustrations 
and examples has, howeYer, been increased to render the book more 
suitable for the use of biologists and others besides those interested in 
economic and ,;tal statistics, and some of the more difficult parts of the 
subject have been treated in greater detail than was possible in a sessional 
course of some thirty lectures. To enable the student to proceed further. 
with the subjt'Ct, fair1y detailed lists of references to the original memoirs 
have been ginn: exercises have also been added· for the benefit, more 
especially, of the student who is working ";thout the assistance ol'a 
teacher. . 

The volume represents an attempt to work out a systematic intro
ductory course on statistical methods-the methods available for dis
cussing, as distinct from collecting, statistical data-suited to those who 
possess only a limited knowledge of mathematics: an acquaintance with 
algebra up to the binomial.t theorem, together with such elements of 
co-ordinate geometry as are now generally included therewith, is all that. 
is assumed. I hope that it may prove of some service to the students of 
the diverse sciences in which statisti(·al methods are now employed. 

G. U. Y. 
D~emMHHO. 
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PREFACE TO THE E"LEVEN"TH EDITION. 

THE ''Introduction to the ThEory of Statistics" ha,·ing coinpleted fh·e-anc 
twent\· wars of life it was decided that the time had come when a comple1 
re,·i5i~n· !>hould be 'made. This, I felt, I could not personally undertake 
it was clearlv a task for a Youn(l'er man, more in touch with recent literatm 
and less aff~cted by the. prej~dices of age in fayour of the old and tl 
fan1iliar. 

::\Ir Kendall undertook the ta!>k not merely with willingness but wi1 
enthusiasm. I read his typest·ript, but to him is primarily and almo 
soldy due the credit for suggesting the general lines of the re\i.;;ion, ar 
for earrying out the agreed suggestions: the only new chapter for whic 
I am directly responsible is Chapter 2-' on Iuterpolation and Graduatio 
ba~cd on a few leetures sometimes ineluded in former eourses. 

I hope that in its new form the book may long continue to be of servi 
to further generations of !>tudents. 

C .. UIBRIDGE, 

July 1937. 

G. UD:\Y YL-LE. 

Ix the re,·ision undertaken for this edition, apart from some substitutic 
of new numerical illu!.trations for old, \-cry little of the material appeari1 
in earlier editions has been deleted. A few minor alterations ha,·e b{·· 
111ade-the matter forn1erly included in suppleme11ts has bee~1 incorporat 
in t!.e text, and tJ,ere has been some rearrangement-but the maj 
changes are almo,t entirely in the form of additiom. Of these, the mj 
important are sewral new dHipters on Sampling, inclu<l_'ng an int 
duetory chapter on Small Samples. (hapters han' also been adJed 
::\Iomcuts and ::\Ieasures of Skewness and Kurtosis, and on Simple CtJ~ 
Fitting by t!.e ::\lethud of Lca>.t Squart:s. ::\lr Yule has contributed a r.: 
chapter on Interpolation and Graduation. For the first titne Table~ 
the \·arirJus fun<"tions commonly requin-d in stati~tieal work ha,·e h1 
assembled at the t·nd of the book. Throughout the preparation of t 
new material I ha,·e had the benefit of ::\Ir Yule's encouragement, critiei 
and ad\·ice. 

The complete revision has presented the opportunity of i~suing 
book in new form, and it is hopt:d that the larger page awl type will 

1\'ii 
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found an improvement. A 1nore dio;tinetive system of paragraph number· 
ing and paragraph headings has been introduC'erl. Some further Excrr·io;e~ 
have also been addl'd. 

Notwithstanding the mathematical eharader of rePent development'! 
· n statistical theory, an attempt has been made to keq> within tlw limit'! 
aid down by Mr Yule for earlier editions of thi<> h'1ok in regard to the 
<nnwledge of mathematics required by its readers. In one or two placf's 
t has been neeessary to introduce the notation of t lw integral calculns, 
mt this hHs been aC'companicd by explanations in term<> of gcomrtrir·al 
de as. 

It is a pleasure to rceord ?IJ r Yule's and my indebtedness to "~tudcnt '' 
nd the proprietors of llletron for permission to reproduce a slight!~· 

ondensed version of the former's tabks of the t-integral: and to R. A. 
'isher and Messrs Oliver & Boyd for permission to reproduce the tables 
f the significance points of the z-integral from Professor Fisher's 
Stati:stical .l!ethu!h'for Research Workers." The tables for the 0·1 per l'f'nt. 
~vel of z are due to \Y. E. Deming, Lola S. Deming and C. G. Co!Pord. 
'ho, have also very generously given their consent to the reproduction. 

I shall feel indebted to any reader who directs my attention to possible 
,Tors, omissions, ambiguities or obscurities. 

i LONDON, 

' July 1937. 
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NOTES ON NOTATION AND ON TABLES FOR 
FACILITATING STATISTICAL WORK. 

A. Notation. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the commoner mathematical 

signs, e.g. those for addition and multiplication. We shall alsQ; employ 
the following symbols, all of which are in general use :- . 

. .. .. . 
The Factorial Sign. . .. 

The symbol n I, read " factorial n," means the number 

lx2x3x ••• x(n:.:2)x{n-l)xn · 

Factoriai 'n is by some writers: expressed by the· symbol- ~ but this . 
notation appears to be falling out of use in favour of n !, probably owing 
to the greater ease with which the latter form can be printed and type- · 
~~~ ., . . . 

The Combinatoria~ Sign. 
The symbol "C,. means the number of ways in which r things can be· 

chosen from n things, e.g. li'C13 is the number of ways in which a hand 
of cards can be dealt from an ordinary pack of 52 _cards. 

In mO!.t t_ext-books on Algebra it is shown that 

"C n! nc 
'" r !(n -r} 1"" · ,,._,., 

. The Summation Sign. 
- ~· ' . . 

. x. is -M-itten· S (.x,.), fead "sum a;,. The sum of n numbers 3'1, Xao • 

from one to n," i.e. 
. r•l , · 

r-• 
. S (xr) =4'1 +xa +tra + • •· • +X~ta-11 +x,. 

r-1 .. 

. -

Where no ambiguity is likely to arise, the ·suffix r and· the limits 
, written above and below S are omitted, e.g. the ·abo\·e sum would be· 
' written simply S(.r), it being understood froll) the context that the 
. summation extends over the n values. · ·· · . ' 

lUany writers use the Greek letter :t instead of S. - -
I 

The Greek Alph,bet. , • 
As the letters of the Greek alphabet will often be used as symbols, we · 

give for connnience the names of those letters. · _ . , - . ·, 



XII THEORY OF STATISTICS. 

Small {'a pi tal 
~:lmt". 

Small fapitnl 
~amt". uttl"r. Letter. Letter. Lettt>r. 

a .\ ·alpha v ~ IIU 

fJ B beta ~ - xi , r gamma 0 0 omicron 
~ .l. delta 1T II pi 
£ E epsilon p p rho 

' z zeta u, S' :I sigma ., H eta .,. T tau 
() @ theta v y upsilon 
t I iota <fo 4> phi 
K K kappa X X chi ()'nm. ki) 
..\ A lambda 

"' 
.., psi 

,.,. )I mu (I) 0 omeg.1 

.. 
B. Calculating Tables. ,. 

For heaYy arithmetical work a calculating machine is inYa)uahle: 
but owing to their cost machines are, as a rule, beyond the reach of the 
student. 

For a great deal of simple work. especially work not intended for 
publication, the student will find a slide rule exceedingly useful : par
ticulars and prices will be found in any instrument-maker's catalo~ue. 
For greater exactness in multiplying or diYiding, logarithms are alm~t 
essential. 

If it is desired to aYoid logarithms, use may he made of exte11ded 
multiplication tables. There are a great many of these and some 
references to different fom1s are giwh. in the list on pages S:?.a.-5:!.5. 

In addition to general arithmetical tables of this kind. the studeut 
will derive inYaluable aid from llarlow's "Tablu of Squares. Cubes, S•Juarc
roots, Cube-rooL<~, aud Reciprocals of All lnf£gral Xum[,ers up to 10.000" 
(E. & F. X. Spon, London and Xew York, price 7s. 6d.), whic·h are u~eful 
over a "ide range of statistical work. 

C. Special Tables of Functions Useful in Statistical Work. 
The tabl's and diagram at the end of this book will conr m••,t of 

the student's ordinary requirements. Other tables appear in the works 
cited on page 525. The more adYanced student will find it useful to haYe 
"Tables for St£Jfi~tician:s Wid Biouutricians" (('ambridge rniwrsity Pres->, 
Part I, price 15s., and Part 2, price 80s. )-particularly Part 1. Jle,.:areh 
workers will wish to have the tables appended toR..\. Fi5her's "St<Iti.-tical 
Jlethods fur Research Jf' orkers," tab ed. (Olinr & lloyd, price u~. ). 

D. References to the Text. 
Each section in the book is di~tinguished by a number in hea,·y type 

('Onsisting of the number of the chapter in which the sec·tivn ~xcurs 
prefLxed to the number of the sec-tion in that chapter and seJ-ar&teJ fr•)lll 
it by a period; e.g. 7.13 means the Thirteenth Section c·f Uwpter 7, 
bUd 10.1 refers to the First Sec·tion of Chapter 10. The IIitroJuctiun, 
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Xlll 

which precedes Chapter ~.·is for this purpose regarded as Chapter 0, e.g.' 
0.26 refers to the Twenty-sixth Section of the Introduction. Reference$ 
to sections are given simply by the number of the sections, e.g. T We sa"! 
in 8.3 n-means "''"e saw in the Third Section of Chapter 8." , · ~ I 
. Similarly, equations, tables, examples, exercises and diagrams are 
distinguished first of all with the number of the chaptet in which they 
occur and then, separated by a period, with their serial number wit)lin 
the chapter, e.g. ·•• Table 6.7" refers to the Seventft Table in Chapter 6, 
and •• Equation (17.8)" refers to the Eighth Equation of Chapter 17. 
These figures are in ordinary type~ 

This simple notation saves a good deal of unnecessary wording. To 
facilitate quickness of reference we sometimes give pages as well. · 

A dV;tinction is draWn between examples, which are given in the texi 
for purposes of illustration, and exercises, which are set at the end of the 
chapter for the stud~nt to work_out for himself. 



INDEX. 
[The referenCE-s are to pages. The subject-matter of the Exercises given at the ends oi Chapters 

has been indexed only whl'n such Exercises (or the .Answers thereto) give constanf.8 for statistical 
tablea in the text, or theoretical result8 of general interest; in all such Call('S the number of the 
Exerciile cited is given. In the case of Authors' names, citations in the text are given first, 
followed by citations of the Authors' papers or books in the list of References. References to 
Greek letters follow the refl'rences under Roman Jetters.J. 

ABILITY, General, refs., 513. 
Absolute measures of dispersion, 149. 
Accidents, Deaths from (Poisson distribu· 

tion), 191. 
-, Frequ~ncy- distributions, refs., 506, 

508 •• 
AchenwaJJ., Gottfried, Abriss der Staats· 

u-iumsc1•aft, footnote, 5. 
Additive property of x",·426-427. 
Adyanthaya, N. K., refs., Sampling, 523. 
Ages at death from IIC&rlet fever (Table 

6.11), 100; (fig. 6.11), 101. 
- of cows correlated with milk-yield; su 

llilk-yield. 
-of husband and wife (Table 11.2),198; 

constants, 220-221; correlation ratios 
{Ex. 13.2), 259. 

Aggregate_ of classes, 14. 
Agricultural labourers' earnings; see 

Earnings; minimum wage-rates, 137; 
calculation of mean and standard 
deviation, 136-138; of median and 
mean deviation, 145-l.W; of quartiles, 
147. 

Agricultural !llarket Report, data cited 
from (Table 11.7), 203. 

Airy, Sir G. B., Use of term "error of 
mean square," 144. 

Aitken, A. C., refs., Applications of gener· 
ating functions to normal frequency, 
505; fitting polynomials, 514, 515. 

Allan, F. E., refll., Jo'itting polynomials, 
515. 

Ammon, 0., Hair· and eye-colour data 
cited from (Table 5.2), 66. 

Analysis of variance, ~9; use in 
testing significance of correlation ratios, 
453--4.55; of linearity of regression, 
455-456; of multiple correlation co
elficit>nt, 456-458. 

Analysis Situs, refs., Uotelling, 512. 
Anderson, 0., refs., Einfiihrung in die 

,UJtllnnatiJ<cl.e Stnlistik, 496; KQf'Ttla
tiorutrtchnung, 512:, correlaijon, 512. 

Animal feeding-stuffs, Index numbers of 
prices of, correlated with price-index of 
home-grown oats (Table 11.7), 203; 
215-218. 

Annual value of estates in 1713 (Table 
6.12), 105; (fig. 6.13), 103. 

. Approximations in the theory .of large 
samples, 379-380. 

Arithmetic mean; set Mean, Arithmetic. 
Array, Def., 196; type of, 196; standard 

deviation of, 206, 214, 242, 266-268; 
homo- and betero-scedasticity, footnote, 
214; in normal correlation, 230, 232, 284. 

Association-generally,· 34-64; def., 37; 
degrees of, 88; testing by comparison 
of percentages, 39-43; constancy of 
difference from independence values 
for the second-order frequencies, 43; 
coefficients of, .f..i-45; illusory or mis
leading, 57-58; total possible number of 
associations for n attributes, 55-56; 
case of complete independence, 60-62; 
use of ordinary correlation coefficient 
as measure of association, 252-253; 
tetrachoric r as coetncient of association, 
251-252, 253;. refs., 499-500, 510. 

Association, Partial-generally, 5()...6.i; 
total and partial, def., 50-51; arith· 
metical treatment, 52-55; number of 
partial ·associations for n attributes, 
55-56; testing, in ignorance of third
order frequencies, 58-60; refs., sop, ~ 

-, Examples: inoculation against cholera, 
40, 42-43; deaths and occupations, 
59-60; deaf-mutism and imbecility, 
40-41 ; eye-colour of father and son, 41; 
eye-colour of grandparent, parent and 
offspring, 53-55, 60; colour and prickli· 
ness of Datura fruits, 4'; defects in 
school-children, 52-53. 

Asymmetrical frequency-distributions, 94-
101; relative positions of mean, median 
and mode in, 125; diagram, liS; see 
ahof'requency-distributions; Skewness. 

553. 
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Attributt>s-theory of, generally, 11-81; 
deC., 11; numerically defined, 77-78; 
notation, 1~-14; positive and nt>11ative, 
13; ordt>r and aggregate of classt>s, 14; 
ultimatt>classt>s, 15-16; positive classes, 

. 17; consistence of class-frequencies, 
l!tl--31 (.,ee also Consistence); associa
tion of, 84-49 (see also Association); 
sampling of, 850-372 (see also Sampling 
of attributes). · 

A~JStralian marriages, Di~tribution of, 96; 
lfig. 6.8), 97; calculatiOn of mean and 
standard deviation, 14G-141, 142; of 
third and fourth moments, 158-159, 
160; of {31 and {32, 161; median and 
quartiles given, 164; calculation of 
skewness, 164; of kurtosis, 165; stan
dard error of mean (Ex. 20.7), 392; of 
median and quartiles (Exs. 20.6 and 
20.8), 392; of standard deviation, 401; 
correlation between errors in mean and 
standard deviation (Ex. 21.5), 412. 

Averages-generally, 112-114; def., 112~ 
desirable properties of, 113-114; forms 
of, 114; average in sense of arithmetic 
mean, 114; refs., 501-502. See also 
MeanfMcdian, Mode. 

Axes, Principal, in correlation, 231-232; 
in fitting straight lines to data, footnote, 
314. ' 

BACHELlER, L., refs., Calcul des prob-· 
abilitis, 495; Le jeu, · la chance et le 
hasard, 495. 

Baker, G. A., refs., Sampling of variables, 
517, 521; of correlation coefficient, 521. 

Barlow, P., Tables of squares, etc., 71; 
refs., 524. · 

Barometer heights (Table 6.10), 99; (fig. 
6.10), 99; means, medians and modes of, 
125; modes of, 488. 

Bartlett, l\1. S., refs., Sampling (under 
Wishart), 520. 

Bateman, H., refs., Poisson distribution 
(under Rutherford), 506. 

Baten, W. D., refs., Moments, 504, 509; 
frequency-distributions, 507. 

Batt'son, \V., Data citl'd from, 44. 
Bayes, T., refs., Doctrine of chances, 521. 
Becker, R., refs., Anwendung der math. 

Statistik auf Probleme der .Massen
fabrikation, 497. 

Bet'tles (ChrysomelidC£), Sizes of gent'ra 
(Table 6.18), 106. 

Benini, R., refs., Principi di. Statistica 
JUetodologica, 526. 

Bennett, T. L., refs., Cost of living, 503. 
Berkson, J., refs., Bayes' theorem, 521. 
Bernoulli, James, Binomial distribution, 

169; refs., ATB Ctmjeclandi, 505. 
Bertillon, J., refs., Cours elCmentaire de 

sUitistique, 499. ~ 
Bertrand, J. L. F., Quotation on chance, 

839; refs., Calcul des probabilitts, 495. 

"Best fit," of rel(res~ion linf'~ and poly
nomials, R8 given by mP.thod of lt>nst 
squares, 209-210, 202-264, 811, 813--
314. 

Beta-function, 444; tablt'~, rf'fR., 525 • 
Bias in sampling, 8!16, 337-8:19, a.t6--3-l7; 

human bia~t, 3::17-!l!l!). 
-in scale reading (Table 6.4.), 86. 
Di<·lfeld, Baron J. F. von, t:se of word 

"statistics," 4. 
Binomial distrihution, 169-180; genl'sis 

of, in numbers of trials of events, 169--
170; calculated series for certain vnlu,.s 
of p and n (Tables 10.1 and 10.2), 172; 
general form of, 171-173: mt'an and 
standard deviation of, 173-174; third 
and fourth momt'nts of. 17 4.; {1-
coefficients of, 174--175 (Tables 10.3-
10.5); mt'chanical representation of, 
175-176; dt'duction of normal curve 
from, 177-180; of Poisson distribution 
from, 187-189; in sampling of attri
butes, 351, see Sampling of attributt>s; 
refs., 505-508. 

Birge, R. T., refs., Fitting polynomial>~, 
515. 

Birth-rate, Data on (Tahle 6.1), 83; 
standardisation of,-306; rt'fli., 5U. 

Bispham, J. \V., refs., Sampling of partial 
correlations, 517 • 

. Bivariate distributions, 196; normal sur
face, 227-228. 

Blackman, V. H., quoting data of Ashby 
and Oxley on duckweed (Table 17.3), 
317. 

Blakeman, J., refs., Tests for linearity of 
regression, 514, 517; probable l'rror of 
contingency coefticit'nt, 517. 

Boldrini, 1\I., refs., Variation, 527; Stal-
istica, 526 .. 

Booll', G., refs., Laws of Thought, -1.99. 
Booth, Charles, on pauperism, 289-290. 
Bortkiewicz, L. von, Data of deaths from 

kicks by a horse, as Poisson distribution, 
191; refs., Poisson distribution, 506; 
sampling, 517. 

Bowll'y, A. L., refs., Cost of living, 503; 
index-numbers, 503; Prices and Wa~es, 
503; sampling methods, 516; effect 
of errors on an average, 520; test 
of correspondence bt'twl'en statistical 
grouping and fonnulre, 520; Edge· 
worth's contributions to mathematical 
statistics, 521. 

Bravais, A., refs., Correlation, 509. 
Breaking-up a group, in interpolation, 

477-479. 
British Association, Data cited from, 

Stature (Table 6.7), 114; weight (Ex. 
6.6), UG-111; see Stature; Weh:ht; 
refs., Rt'ports on Index-1mmbers, 5113; 
mathematical tablt's, 525. 

Brown, J. \V., refs., Index-correlations, 
511, 513. 
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Brown, ,V., refs., Effect of t"xpf"rimental 
f'rwrs on the rorrelation coefficient, 513; 
The El!stnlial.~ of .Uental .llefl8urement, 
4!16. 

Brownlee, J ., refs., Fl'f'quency ·curves 
(epidemiology and random migration), 
508. 

Bruns, H., l'f>fs., Wa.'trsclieinlichkeitsrech
nmrg und Kollektit·ma.•&lehre, 495. 

Brunt, D., refs., 7'he Combination of 
Obsl!TI.·atimls, 4!16. 

Burnside, W., refs., Thtory of Probability, 
495. 

C AMBRIDGESIUBE, Mortality in, 468. 
Camp, B. H., refs., Normal hypothesis, 

50J; integrals for point binomial and 
hypergeometric st"ries, 507; corl't"lation, 
511 ; Tchebycheff's inequality, 521; 
sampling, 521. 

Cantelli, F., refs., Interpolation, 526; 
probahility •. 527; variation, 527. 

Cards, Punched, for recording of data, 
76-77; for sampling, 840. 

Carroll, Lewis (pseudonym), Ex. 1.10 
dted from, 24. 

Carver, H. ~ .• refs., Sampling, 518. 
Ca8tellano, V., refs., Variation and con

centration, 527. 
Cause and effect, 2-3. 
Cave, Beatri<'e 1\l., refs., Correlation, 

512. 
Cave-Browne-Cal'e, F. E., refs., Correla

tion, 512. 
Cells, in x• test, 413-414. 
Census (England ami Wales), Tabulation 

of infirmities in older, 22; data as to 
infirmiti~ cited from, 40; classifica
tion of occupations, as exaiJlple of a 
hetero:r<'nf'Ous classification, 75; data 
aa to deficiency in room space, quoted 
from Housing Report, 77; classitieation 
of ages, 86; data as to number of males 
cited from, 481 ; refs., 501. 

Chant.oe, in sense of complex causation, 38; 
of succ·e~s or failure of an el'cot, 169-
170, a:;o; in definition of "random
ness," 336. 

("J.an.'es, Small, 191; Bee Poisson distribu
tion. 

Charlier, C. V. L., Cbeck, in calculation of 
mo111ents, 13'6; alternative approad1 
in sampling of attributes, am~-3U9; 
ref ... , Theory of frequency curves, 
r<'~olution of a compound normal curve, 
507. 

Cht:bychelf, Chebyshelf, aee Tchebychelf. 
l'hesllil'f', L., refR., Sampling of col'l'(')ation 

coetlieient, 5~2. 
Clri·S'JUarerl, /lee x•. 
Childbirth, DeathFI in, Applimtion of 

theory of sampling (TaMe 19.1), 364, 
31!3-36,';. 

Chokhate, J., Bet: Shohat, J. 

Cholera and inoculations, Illustrations, 
40,42,420,426-427. 

Chotimsky, V., refs., Curve fitting, 515. 
ChrysomelidCP, Distribution i of size of 

genus (Table 6.13), 106. 
Chuproff, Chuprow, see Tschuprow. 
Church, A. E. R., refs., Sampling from 

U-shaped population (under Holzinger), 
518; sampling moments, 522. 

Class, in theory of attributes, 12; class 
symbol, 12; class-frequency, 13; posi
tive and negative classes, 13-14; order 
of a class,14; ultimate classes, 15-16. 

Class-interval, Def., 82-83; choice of 
magnitu'de and position, 85-86; desir· 
ability of equality of intervals, 82, 88-
89; influence of ma!,'llitude on mean, 
118, 119-120; on standard deviation, 
141; on third and fourth moments, 
160. 

. ·classification-generally, 11-12; by di
chotomy, def., 12; manifold, 65-81; 
homogeneous and heterogeneous, 7 4-7 5: 
as a series of dichotomies, 75-76; of 
data on punched cards, 76-77; of a 
variable for frequency-distribution or 
correlation table, 82-88, 197-198. 

Closeness of fit, see Fit, xz. · 
Cloudiness at Greenwich (Table 6.14), 

106; (fig. 6.15), 104. 
Coefficient. of association, 44, 45, 55, 

(standard error) 410; of contingency 
(Pearson's), 68-69, (standard error) 410, 
(Tschuprow's) 70; of variation, 149-
150, (standard error) 405-406; of rank 
correlation, 246-249, (standard error) 
410; of correlation, partial correlation, 
multiple <'Orrelation, Bee Correlation. 

Colcord, C. G., Bee Deming. 
Coloul'8, Naming a pair, Example of 

contingency (Ex. 22.5), 432. 
Complete beta-function, refs., Tables, 525. 
- elliptic integrals, refij., Tables, 525. -
Complex frcquen<'y-distributions, 103," 105. 
Concentration, refs., 527. 
Condon, E., refs., Curve fitting, 515. 
Connor, R. L., refs., Tests of correspond-

ence between statistical grouping and 
forrnul~e (under Bowley), .520. 

Consistence of class-frequencies- gener
ally, 26-81; def., 26; conditions for, 27; 
conditions for, in the case of positive 
claHs·frequendes, 27-20; refs., 499. 

Consistence of correlation coefficients, 
280-281. . 

Constrained data, in Lexis' sense, 809. 
Constraints, in x• distribution, 414-415; 

linear con~StraintR, 415. 
Coutingeney, Cot:flicient of (Pearson's), 
68~9; (Tschuprow's), 70; relationship 
with normul correlation, 239; standard 
error of, 410: refs., 500-501, 517-52!1. 

Contingency tables, Def., 65-66; treat
ment of, by elementary methods, 67; 
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isotropy, 72-7-', 237-239; dcgrPes of 
frl'('dom in, 415-416; testing of diverg
enee from independrnce, 418--421. 

Contrary classes and frequencies, for 
attributes, 13; case of equality of 
contrary frequencies (Exs. 1.6 and 1.7), 
23; (Ex. 2.8), 32; (Exs. 4.7, 4.8 and 
4.9), 04. 

Correction of correlation coefficients for 
error~~ of observation, 298-299; for 

. grouping, 221-222. 
- of dcath-rates, etc., for age and aex 
. distributions, 305-306; refs., 514. 
-of standard deviation, for grouping of 

observations, 141; of moments, 160, 
399; comparison of corrections with 
sampling effects, 402; refs., 504-505. 

Correlation-generally, 196-808; con
struction of tables, 106-198; repre· 
scntation of bivariate frequency-dis
tribution by surface and stereogram,. 
198-204, by scatter diagram, 205-206; 
treatment of table by coefficient of 
-contingency, 206. · 

Product-moment correlation co-effici
ent, 209-213; def., 209; equations and 
lines of regression, 206-211 ; lin<."ar and 
curvilinear· regression, 207, 2-12-248; 
coefficients of regression, 218; standard 
deviations of arrays, 214, 242; calcula
tion of correlation coefficient for un
grouped data, 214-215, 215-218; for 
grouped data, 218-221; effect of fluctua
tions of sampling on, 221 ; correction for 
grouping, 221; elementary methods for 
cases of curvilinear regression, 242-
248; rough methods for estimating 
coefficient, 241-242; correlation ratios, 
243-246; effect of errors of observation 
on the coefficient, 298-209. 

Rank correlation coefficient, 246-
251; relationship with product-moment 
coefficient, 249 ; grade correlation, 249-
251; tetrachoric r, 251-252; coefficient 
for a fourfold table, direct, 252; intra
class correlation, 253-258; expression 
for coefficient, 256-258 ; limits to 
negative values of, 256-257; correlation 
between indices, 30~01; correlation 
due to heterogeneity of material, 301 ; 
effect of adding uncorrelated pairs to 
a given table, 301-802; application to 
theory of weighted mean, 302-305; 
correlation coefficient in theory of 
sampling, 407-408; small samples, 
449--453; refs., 509-514, 517-524; for 
Illustrations, Normal, Partial, Ratio, see 
below. 

Correlation, Illustrations and Examples. 
Correlation between: 

Two diameters of a shell (Pectm)," 
(Table 11.1), 197; constants (Ex. 11.3), 

- 2:.!5. 
Ages of husband and wife (Table 

11.2), 1118; conAtants, 220-221; corre
lation ratios (Ex. 13.2), 2.>9. 

Statures of father and son (Table 
11.3), l!l!l; (fiJt. 11.3), fnring 204; (li,r. 
11.8), 211; COI!Rfants (Ex. ll.R), 2:!j; 
correlation ratio~, 246; te~tin~t nor
mality of taiJir, :!:J2--2!39; dial,!ram of 
diagonal distribution (fig. 12.2), 23-', 
of contour line'! fitted with t>llip~cs of 
normal surfare (fig. 12.3), 2:l0 . 

Age and yield of milk in cows (Table 
11.4), 200; (fit,!. 11.9), 212; conRtant 
(Ex. 11.3), 225; correlation ratios 
(Ex. 13.1 ), 250. 

Discount rates and percentage of 
reserves on deposit (Table 11.5), 201; 
(fig. 11.2),facing 204. 

Sex-ratio and numbers of births in 
different districts (T11ble 1l.fl), 202; 
(fig. 11.10), 213; ·constants (Ex. ll.li), 
22ii; correlation ratios, 246. 

Monthly index-numbers of prices of 
animal feeding-stuffs and home-grown 
oats (Table 11.7), 203; scatter dia1Jram 
(fig. 11.4), 205; constants, 2la-2IIi. 

Length of mother- and daughter
frond in Lt>~nna minor, 218-220. 

\Veather and crops, 291-292. 
1\Iovements of infantile and general 

mortality, 292-291. 
Movements of marriage rate and 

foreign trade, 291--296. 
Earnings of agricultural labourers, 

pauperism and out-relief (Ex. 11.2), · 
'224; partial correlations, 27()-272; 
geometrical representation (fig. H.1 ), 
276. 

Changes in pauperism, out-relief, pro
portion of old and population, 2M8-291 ; 
partial correlations, 272-27.;. 

Correlation, Normal, 227-2-10, 282-2!'16; 
deduction of expression for two Yari
ables, 227-220; homoscedastieity and 
linearity of regression, 229--231; con
tour lines, 28()-231; normality (Jf linear 
functions of normallv distributed vari
ates, 231; principal axes, :!:H-232; 
testing of correlation table for stature, 
232-237; isotropy of normal correlation 
table, 237-2:19; relationship with con
tingency, 239; outline of theory for 
any number of variabl<•s,. 2M2-2~6; 
coefficient for a normal dtstnbutJOn 
grouped to a fourfold form round the 
median& (Sheppard's theorem), (Ex. 
12.4), 2-10; refs., 50!1-511. • 

Correlation, Partial, 261-287; the prob
lem, partial regressions· and coryela· 
tions, 261-262; notation and definitiOns, 
263-2t>4; normal equations, funda
mental theorPms on product-sums, 2ti:.!-
263, 265--266; meaninj;! of generalised 
regressions and correlations, 2ti6; re
duction of standard deviation, 266-268, 
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of reg-ression, 268-269, of correlation, 
269; arithmetical treatment, 269-275; 
representation by a model, 275--277; 
coeftident of multiple correlation, 277-
279; expression of correlations and 
regressions in terms of those of higher 
order, 279-280; consistence of co
efticients, 2~281; fallacies, 281-282; 
limitations in interpretation of the 
partial correlation coefficient, partial 
8Sil<X'iation and partial correlation, 282; 
partial correlation in the·case of normal 
distribution of frequency, 284; refs., 
511-512. 

Correlation-ratios, 243--246; relation with 
· measure of closeness of fit of simple 

curves, 329; standard error, 409; test 
. of significance of, 453-455; partial, 282; 
refs., 510, 511, 514. 

C.osin, Values of estates in 1715 (Table 
6.12). 105. 

Cost or living, refs., 503. 
-per unit of ele..-tricity, s~e Electricity. 
Cotswortb, ~~- B., refs., . Multiplication 

table, 524. 
Coutts, J. R. H., Data quoted from (Table 

17.5), 32Z. 
Cows, Distribution according to age and 

milk-yield, su 1\lilk-yield. 
Craig, C. C., refs., Seminvariants, 505, 518; 

sampling, 518, 522. 
Cramer, H., refs., Series used in mathe

matical statistics, 507. 
Crall1'ord, G. E., refs., Proof that arith

metic mean exceeds geometric mean, 502. 
Crelle, A. L., refs., 1\lultiplication tables, 

525. 
Criminals, Relation between weight and 

mentality (Table 5.6), 78. 
Crops and weather, Correlation, 291-292. 
Cunningham, E., refs., Om~ga-functions, 

507. 
Cun·e- fitting, General, 309-331; the 

problem, 309-311; mt>thod of lt>ast 
ttquares, 311-313; equations for fitting 
polynomials, 312-313; equations for 
straight lint>, 313-314; calculation, 
::11-l--315; reduction of data to linear 
form, 316-320; fitting of more general 
polynomials, 320-324; case when indt>
pt'ndt>nt variable proceeds by equal 
~ott'ps, 325-327; calculation of sum of 
squarl'tl of rl'lliduals, 327-328; mt>asure
ment of closeness of fit, 328--329; 
rel<>tion~hip of measure with correlation 
ratio and nmltiple correlation coellicicnt, 
a29; general rt>marks, 324, 329; refs., 
51-'--515. 

Curvt> fitting,lllustrations and Exampll'tl: 
Estimated distance and vt>locitv of 

rE'<'t>ssion of extra-galactic nebulre (Table 
17.1 ), 309-310; (fig.l7.1), 310; straight 
line fitted to, 315-316; measure of lit, 
329. 

Growth of duckweed (Table 17.:!). 317; 
(fig. 17.2), 317; logarithmic curve fitkd 
to, 316-318. 

Working costs per unit. and units 
sold per head of population in certain 
Electricity l'ndertakings (Table 17.4), 
320; curve fitted logarithmically, 318-
321; (figs. 17.3 and 17.4), 319 and 
321. 

Temperature and loss in weight in 
soil (Table 17.5), 322; parabolas fitted 
to, 320-32-'; (fig. 17.5), 324; sum of 
squares of residuals, 327-328; closeness 
of fit, 329. 

Growth of population in England and 
Wales (Table 17.6), 326; parabola 
fitted to, 325; (fig. 17 .6), 326. 

Curvilinear reg-ression, su Regressions . 
Czuber, E., refs., WahrscheinlichkeitSTtch

nung, 496, 505; Die statistische Forti· 
chungsm~Uwde, 496. 

DARBISHIRE, A. D., Data cited from, 130, . 
(Exs. 19.12 and 19.13), 372; refs., illus
trations of correlation, 509, 516. 

Darmois, G., refs., Time series, 512; 
Statistiqtu mathimatiqtu, 496. 

Data, Remarks on collection of, 6-7; on 
treatment of, 7; on summarisation of, 
7-8; on analysis of, 8-9. 

Datura, Association between. colour and 
prickliness of fruit, 44, 432 (Ex. 22.6). 

Davenport, C. B., Data a.s to Pecten cited 
from (Table ll.1), 197. 

David, Census of Israelites, footnote, 2. 
Davis, H. T., refs., Curve fitting, 515; 

(Editor) Tables of Higher lUatlu-matical 
Functiom, 525. 

Day, E. E., refs., Statistical Analysis, 496. 
De Finetti, B., refs., Variation, 527. 
De Jllorgan, refs., Formal Logic, 499. 
De Vergottini, 1\1., refs., Variation, 527~ 
De Vries, H., Data cited from (Ex. 6.5 

(d)), 110. 
Deaf-mutism, Association with imbecility. 

40-41, 45; frequency among offspring 
of dt>af-mutes (Ex. 6.5 (b)), 109. 

Deaths or death-rates, Association with 
occupation (partial correction for age
distribution), 59410; from IK'arlet fever 
(Table 6.11), 100; (fig. 6.11), 101; 
infantile and gt>neral, correlation of 
movemt>nts, 29~294; standardio;ation 
of, for age- and sex-distribution, 59--60, 
305--306, refs., 5U; application of 
theory of sampling, deaths from acci
dent, 359; deaths in childbirth, 363-
365, (Table 19.1), 364; deaths from 
explosions in mines, 367-368; inapplic
ability of the theory of simple sampling. 
to, 357-359; mortality in Cambridge
shire, 468. 

Decile&, 150-151; sta'n~rd error of, 
380-382. 
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Dcfrcts, In echool-cllildren, B!IIIOCiation of, 
16, 52-53, refs., 499. 

Degr.re of a fitted curve, 310. 
Degret>s of freedom, in x• test, 415-416; 
·. In estimates from small samples, 436-
··· 437 •• 

. 

Deming, W. E., Lola S. Deming and C. G. 
Colcord, Tables of •-integral, 444, and 
Appendix Table 6C. 

Demoivre, A., Discoverer of normal dia
tributiort, 169. 

Dept"ndent \'ariable, in curve fitting, 
813-314. 

Design of statistical inquiries, in sampling, 
835. 

Detlefson, J. A., refs., Fluctuations of 
sampling in Mendelian population, 516. 

Deviation, Mean, 134; generally, 144-147; 
def., 144; is least round the median, 
145; calculation of, 147, (Ex. 8.11),153; 
comparison of magnitude with standard 
deviation, 146-147, 182; of normal 
curve, 182 •. 

-, Quartile; see Quartile&. 
~. Root-mean-square; see Deviation, 

Standard. 
-,Standard, 134; def., 13-'-135; rela

:ti<m to root-mean-square deviation 
about any origin, 135-136; is least 
possible root-mean-square deviation, 
136; little affected by small errors in 
the mean, 136; calculation from un
grouped data, 135-138; fo'r grouped 
data, .138-141; influence of grouping, 
141 ; . range of six times the s.d. includes 
the bulk of the observations, 142; of a 
series compounded of others, 142-143; 
of N consecutive natural numbers, 143; 
of rectangular distribution, 143; of 
arrays in theory of correlation, 206, 214o, 
242; of generalised deviations (arrays), 
264, 266-267; other names for, 144; 
of a sum or difference, 297-298; effect 
of errors of observation on, 298; of 
an index, 299-300; of binomial series, 
174; of Poisson distribution, 189. For 
standard deviations of sampling, see 
Error, Standard .. · 

Dice, Records of throwing (Table 6.15 and 
fig. 6.16), 107, (Ex. 10.2), 193; testing 
for . significance of divergence from 
theory, 351-353, 419-420, 423-424; 
refs., 516-517. 

Dickson, J. D. Hamilton, Normal corre
lation surface, 237; refs., normal 
correlation, 509. . 

Difference method in correlation, 292-296, 
477; refs., 512-513. 

Differences, in interpolation, 462-464; 
· effect of errors in u on, 473-477; effect 

of subdividing an interval on, 4-77. 
Discounts and reserves in American banks 

(Table 11.5), 201; (fig. 11.2),/acing 204. 
_ Pispersion, Measures of, 112, 13"-1.i3; 

absolute mea,.ures of, 1 &9; ran;te a.~ a . 
measure, 184; in Lexis' sensP, normal, 
subnormal and RUpt'mormal, 869; refs., 
503-505. Ste Deviation, Mean; Devia- · 
tion, Standard; Quartiles. 

Distance-velocity relation in f'Xtra-gal
actic nebulre, 809-810, (Tahle 17.1), 309, : 
(fig. 17.1), 810; straight line fitted to, . 
815-816. . 

Di..tribution of frequency; ue Frequency·, 
distributions; aampling, see Samplin2. · 

Dodd, E. L., refs., Frequency-curves, 507; j 
sampling, 518, 522. ' 

Doodson, A; T., refs., 1\lode, median and ; 
mean, 502. 

Duckweed, Correlation betwt'f'n mother- : 
and daughter-frond, 218-220; growth 
of, curve fitted to, 816-318. 

Duncker, G., Relation between geometric 
and arithmetic mean (Ex. 8.12), 153. 

Dunlap, H. F., refs., Samvling from 
rectangular populations, 518. j 

EABNINGS of agricultural labourers, -eM"" 1 

relation with paupt'rism and out-relief, I 
data (Ex. 11.2), 22-i; partial correla· . 
tions, 270-272; diagram of model (fig. 
14.1), 276. 

Edgeworth, F. Y., Dice-throwing 
(Weldon), 107; refs., geometric mean, 
502; index-numbers, 503; normal Jaw 
and frequency-curves generally, 505, 
506, 507, 508; · dissection of nonnal 
curve, 508;· correlation, 509-511; 
theory of sampling, probable errors, 
etc., 516-518; Edgeworth's l'ontribu
tions to mathematical statistil'!l, see 
Bowley. 

Effil'ient estimates, 428. 
Elderton, E. l\1., refs., Variate difference 

correlation method (undn Pearson), 
513; .sampling, (under Pearson), 523. 

Elderton, \V. P., Tables of x•, 425; refs., 
calculation of moments, 504; table of 
powers, 525; Fuqi.U!71C!J Curees and 
COTTelation, 496, 5<», 505. 

Electricity Commission, Data quoted from 
returns for 1933-M (Table 17.-i), 320. 

Electricity, Curve fitted to rosts per unit 
and number of units sold per bead of 
population for certain Undertakings, 
318-320, (TaLle 17.4), 320, (figs. 17.3 
and 17.4), 319, 321. 

Elliptic integrals, Tables of, refs., 525. 
Engineering, Applications of statistical 

method, refs., 497. 
Engledow, F. L., Data cited from, (Table 

23.2), 446. 
Epidemiology, Applications '!f>f statistical 

method to, refs., 508. 
Error function, 183; see Nom1al dis

tribution. 
Error, Law of; errors, curve of, 1ee Xormal ' 

distribution. ' 
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Error, Mean, 1-14. 
-, Mean square, 1-U. 
- of mt"SJ\ aquare, 14-i. 
Error, Probable, in theory of sampling, 

353-85-6. For general references, su 
Error, Standard. · 

Error, Standard, def., 353, 380; of number 
or proportion of suecesses in " events, 
351; when numbers in &amples vary 
(Ex.19.11), 372; when chance of su«'cess 
or failure is small, 356; of percentiles, 
median, quartiles, etc., 3sa-382; of 
semi-interquartile range, 3~86; of 
arithme~ic mean, 386; of variance, 399; 
of standard de,iation, 899-402; of 
coefficient of variation, 405-406; of 
moments about fixed point, 395-396; 
of moments about the mean, 397; of 
third and fourth moments about the 
mean, 40~; of fJ1 and {J1 , +06; 
of coefficients of correlation and regres
sion, 407-409: approxinlate formula for 
correlation ratio and caution in case of 
multiple correlation coefficient, 409; 
of co.:lllcient of association, 410; of 

• coeffident of mean square contingency, 
410; a~sence of, in certain cases for 
rank correlation coefficient, 410; refs., 
516-520. &e also Sampling, Theory of. 

Error, Theory of; su Sampling, Theory of. 
Estates, Value of, in 1715; su Value. 
Estimates, Pre-<>ision of, 335; efficient, 
4~; in small samples, 434; of arith
metic mean, 434--435; of variance, 435-
436; degrees of freedom of, 436-437 •. 

Estimation, Theory of, 834.-835; of 
theoretical frequencies in the. x• test, 
427-428; of position of maltimnm, 
4117-488, 

Exclusive and inclusive notations for 
statistics of attributes, 22. 

Existent universes, 333. 
Experiments on x• test, 42~0. 
Explosions in coal r. ines, Deatba from, 

as illustrating theory of eampling, 
367-868. 

Eye-colour, Association between father 
and son, 41, 45, 73-74; association 
between jmindparent, parent and 
child, 53-55, 60; contingency with hair
colour, 66-67, 70-71; non-isotropy of 
contingency table for father and son, 
73-74. 

Ezekiel, !II., refs., C,orrelation, 511; 
eamplin~ and t>urvilinear regression, 
522; ltlelhoiU of Correlation Analysis, 
496. 

FALK."'ER, R. P., refs., Translation of 
Meitzen"s "TiaeorU dn Statutik, 498. 

Fallacies in interpreting 8880Ciations, 
Theonm on, 56-57, illustrations, 57-58, 
owing to changes of ciBtiliification, actual 
or virtual, 7 5; i;o interpreting correla-

lions, 281-282; "spurious" co>r•rlutlm\ 
between indices, 800-301, corttlation 
due to heterogeneity of material, 301. 

Farm Economics Branch, Sqhool of Agri
culture, Cambridge, data cited from 
records of, (Ex. 17.4), 330. 

Fay, E. A., Data cited from Marriages of 
tlu Dtaf ift AmtTica, (Ex. 6.5 (b)), 
109. . 

Fet>hner, G. T., refs., Frequency-distribu
tions, averages, measures of dispersion, 
etc., 501, 503; KoUeeCivmasslehre, 501. 

Fecundity of brood-mares (Table 6.9), 98, 
(fig. 6.9), 98; mean, median and mode 
(Ex. 7.4), 132; inheritance, refs., 513. 

Fegiz, P. L., Data" cited from, (Ex. 17.2), 
330. -

Feldman, H. M., refs., Sampling, 518; 
Field experiments, refs., 497. 
Fieller, E. C., refs., Sampling distribution 

of an index, 518. 
Filon,L. N. G., refs., Probable errors,(under 

Pearson), 519. 
Finite and infinite universes, 332-333. 
Fisher, A., refs., Mathematical Theory of 

Probabilities, 496. 
Fisher, Irving, refs., Index-numbers, 503. 
FISher, R. A., Criticism of use of standard 

error in test of linearity of ngression, 
409; tables of x•. 418, 425;. normality 
of x• for large"· 422; tables of'· 439-· 
440; data cited from, 442-443; ap
plication of 1-distribution to regressions, 
443; distribution of correlation co- · 
efficient, 449; transformation of, 451 ; 
refs., goodne88 of fit of regression 
lines, 510; curve fitting, 515; sampling 
of correlation coefficient, 518, 522; 
moments of sampling distributions, 
518; x• distribution, 520-521; tests of 
agreement between obsen·ation and 
hypothHia, 521; eampling theory, 522; 
extremes of sample, 522; statistical 
estimation, 522; 1-distribution, 522; 
StatisticalllleUwds for Research JV orktTs, 
496. 

Fisher'& •-distribution, 443-444; Tables, 
444, and Appendix Tables 6; use in 
analysis of variance, 448; in testing 
significance of correlation ratios, 453-
4S5; significance of linearity of regres
&ion, 455-456; significance of multiple 
correlation coefficient, 456-458 •• 

Fit of &imple curves to data; aee Curve 
fitting; ·measure of closeness of fit, 
for simple curves, 328-829; "best" fit, 
"closest" fit, as given by method of 
lellllt squares, 209-210, 262-2M, 811-
314; goodness of fit, BU X' distribution. 

Flux, Sir A. \V., refs., 1\lcasurement of 
price-changes, 503. 

Food, Drink and Tobacco Trades, Data on 
aize of firma in, (Ex. 8.5 (a)), 109. 

Footrule, Spearman's, footnote, 249, 
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FoiTher, H., refs., Die slatislicM ,Uelhodt 
ala selb.~tiindil!e Wis!lenschaft, -lfl6. 

Fount~in, Sir Henrv, refs., Index-numbers 
of prices, 503. • 

FranC'e, Anatole, Remark about the 
Chinese, 2. 

Freedom, Degrees of; Bte Degrees or 
freedom. 

Frequency of a class, 13, 83. 
Frequency-curve, DeC., 112-93; ideal 

Corms of, 93-10-1; rets., 501, 507-508; 
see Normal distribution. 

Frequency-distributions, 82---83; forma
tion of, 85--89; graphic representation 
of, 90-92; ideal forms, symmetrical, 
93--94, moderately asymmetrical, 94--98, 
ell:tremely asymmetrical (.J-shaped), 98-
101, ( U-shaped), 101-102; truncated 
distributions, 102--103; complex dis
tributions, 103--104; pseudo-frequency 
distributions, 104, 108; reduction to 
absolute scale, 150; theoretical, 169; 
binomial distribution, 169, 169-180; 
normal distribution, 18()-.187; Poisson 
distribution, 187-191; refs., SOl, 507-
508. See also Binomial distribution; 
Normal distribution; Poisson distribu
tion; Pearson curves; Correlation, 
Normal. 

Frequency- distributions, Illustrations: 
Birth-rates in England and Wales, 83; 
stigmatic rays on poppies, 8-1; lengths 
of screws, S4; final digits in measure
ments, 86; persons liable to sur- and 
super-tax in the United Kingdom, 89; 
head-breadths of Cambridge students, 
90; statures of males in the United 
Kingdom. 9-1; Australian marriages, 
96; fecundity of brood - mares, 98 ; 
barometer heights at Greenwich, 99; 
ages at death from scarlet fever, 100; 
annual value of estates in 1715, 105; 
degrees of cloudiness at Greenwich, 
106; sizes of genera in Chrysomelidrr, 
106; dice-throwing, 107; male deaths 
in England and Wales, 107-108; size 
of firms in Food, Drink and Tobacco 
'I;'rades (Ex. 6.5 (a)), Hl9; percentage 
of deaf-mutes in offspring of deaf-mutes 
(Ex. 6.5 (b)), 109; yield of grain (Ex. 
6.5 (c)), 110; petals in the buttercup, 
Ranunculus bulbo8U8 (Ex. 6.5 (d)), 110; 
weights of males in the United Kingdom 
(Ex. 6.6), 110; wheat shoots (Table 
18.1 ), 338. See also Correlation, Jllus
trations and examples. 

Frequency-polygon, Construction of, 90. 
Frequency-surface, Forms and examples 

of, 196--202;- (figs. 11.1, 11.2. and 11.3), 
204, and facing 204; see Correlation, 
Normal. 

Frisch, R., refs., Difference equations and 
frequency- distributions, 507; correla
tion, 509; time series, 512. 

Fry, T. C., refs., Prr.bflbility and ib Engin
eering l.'si'B, 4!17. 

Fundamental set~, Specifying data, 17. 

GABAGUO, A., refs., Teoria gnlt'rale ilella 
st.atistirtl, -1911. 

Galton, Sir Francis, Ogh·e curve, 1 :i0--1 S 1 ; 
binomial apparatus, 175-176; regN•
sion, 207; Galton's funetion (cor,..-.Ja
tion coefficient), 2i2; normal conela
tion, 237; data cited from, 41, 53, 73; 
refs., geometric mean, 502; percentiles, 
504; binomial machine, 506; conela
tion, 509; conelation betwel'n indicM, 
513; Naturallnheritaru:e, 50-1, 5H6. 

Galvani, L., refs., !\leans, 527; variation 
and concentration, 527. 

Gamma-functions, refs., Tables, 523. 
Gauss, C. F., Normal distribution, 169; 

use of term "mean error," 14-1. 
Geary, R. C., refs., Frequency-di~tribu

tions, 507. 
Geiger, H., refs., Poisson distribution 

(under Rutherford), 506. 
Geometric mean; see 1\lean, Geometric. 
Gibson, \\'inifred, refs., Tables for comput-

ing probable errors, 518. · 
Gini, C., refs., Index-numbers, 503; curve 

fitting, 515; general, 526; interpolation, 
526; means, 527; probability, 527; 
variability, 527; index-numbers, 528; 
statistical relations, 5211; Apprmli di 
Slali.stica .~.lletodologica, 526; (Ed.) Trat
tato Elmu>nlare di Slalistica, 526. 

Goodness of fit, 430; Brt z• distribution. 
Grades, 150; grade correlation, 2-19-251; 

relationship with ranks and rank 
correlation, 2-19-251; see Ranks. 

Graduation, 48()-.-185; see Interpolation. 
Gram, J.P., refs., Expression of functions 

in series by least squares, 515. 
Graphic method of representing frequency

distribution, 90-92; of interpolating 
for median and percentiles, 121-122, 
150; ofrepresentingconelation bt:tween 
two variables, 205-206; of estimating 
correlation coefficient, 241-2-12; refs. 
(Italian), 526. 

Graunt, John, refs., Obs,.n:ati<llls on the 
Bills of Mortality, (under Hull, C. H.), 
498. 

Gray, John, Data cited from, 361. 
Greatest and least value of sample, refs., 

522 (Dodd), 522 (Fisher and Tippett). 
Greenleaf, H. E. H., refs., Curve fitting, 

515. 
Greenwood, !\I., Data cited from, 40, -12, 

(Table 10.3), 175; use of principal axis 
in curve fitting, footnote, 31-1; refs., 
inoculation statistics and assodation, 
499; Poisson distribution, 506; multiple 
happenings, 508; index correlations 
(under Brown), 511, 513; errors of 
sampling, 516, 
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Gruup, Rrmkinj!·Up of, in interpolation, 
47;-478: formula for hahing of, 479-
4~<0. 

GruuiJing of <•bservations to fom1 a 
frequency-distribution, Choice of da&s, 
interval, S2-S3; inHuence of grouping 
on nwan, 118, 119-120; inHuence on 
standard deviation, 141; inHuence on 
hi!!her moments, 160. 

Growth of duckweed (Table 17.3), 317; 
curve tit ted to data, 316-318; (fig. 

· 17.2), 817; of population (Table 17.6), 
326; eun·e .fitted to data, 325; (fig. 
17.6), 3:!1). 

llArR-<.'OLO\'B and eye-eolour, Example of 
eontingenc·y, 66-67, 7Q-71; non-iso 
tropy, 71-72; theory of sampling 
apphed to l:"ertain data, 361-362. 

Hall, Sir A. D., Data cited from, (Ex. 6.5 
(1')1, 110. 

Hall, l'hilip, ref~ .• Partial correlation, 511; 
diotribution of means from rectangular 
unh·er-~, 522. 

Hal\·ing 'Q group, in interpolation, "7:}-
480. • . 

Ham10nic'mean; au ~lean, Harmonic. 
Harris, J. A., r<>fs., Short method of cal

culating c·oellieient of correlation, 5H; 
intradass coeHicients, 514; correlation, 
miscellaneous, 512. 

Hart, B., refs., Effect of errors on correla
tion, 513. 

Head-breadths of Cambridge students 
(Table 6.6), 00; (figs. 6.1 and 6.2), 91. 

Height, Distribution of men according to; 
are Stature. 

-· distrilJUtion of ,.·heat plants (Table 
18.1), ::!3!1. 

Helguero, F. de, refs., Dissecting norinal 
cun·"· 508. 

Hendri<·ks, \V. A., refs., Curve fitting, 515. 
Henry, A., .refs., Calculus and PTububility, 

495 •. 
Heron, IJ., ref~.. Association ( •mdcr 

PPan;on), 499; relation between fer
tility lind &O('ial &tatus, 512; defective 
J•hysique and intelligence, application 
of c"Orreetion for age-distribution, 51~; 
abac for giving probable errors of 
corrt:lation eoetlicients, 518; probable 
error of partial correlation coeflicient, 
518. 

Heteroscedastie arrays, !ootuote, 21~. 
lLlton, John, refs., Sampling inquiry, 516. 
Hi~;togram, Coru;truction of, DQ-IH. 
History of statistics generally, -&-5; refs., 

49!1. 
llojo, T., refR., Sampling distrib11tion of 

medians, quartilt·fi, etc., 518. 
Hollis, T., cited re Co~in'a "Namt'B of the 

lioma11 Catholic•, rtr.," 105. 
Holzinger, K. S., refs., Sampling from 

U-o!Japed universe, 518. 

Homoscedastic arrays, footnote, 214. 
Hooker, R. H., Correlation between 

weather and crops, 291-!92; between 
movements of two variables, 294.-296; 
refs., theory '()f partial correlation, 511; 
correlation between movements of two 
variables, 512; between weather and 
crops, 512; between marriage rate and · 
trade, 512. 

Horst, P., refs., Evaluation of multiple 
regression coefficients, 511. · 

Hotelling, H., refs., History, 498; limits 
to skewness, 505; analysis situs, 512; 
time series (undl"'' \Vorking), 513; 
sampling of correlation ratio, 518; 
optimum statistics, 518; generalisation 
of" Student's" distribution, 522; samp
ling of rank correlation coefficient, 522. 

Houses, Inhabited and uninhabited, in 
rural and urban districts (Ex. 5.2), !10. 

Hubble, Edwin, Data cited from, (Table 
17.1), 309. 

Hull, C. H., refs., The Economic .Writings 
of Sir William Petty, together with 
Ubsl"''vations on the Billa of MOTtality 
more prubably by Captain Graunt, 498. 

Human bias, in sampling, 337--:!39. 
Humason, 1\1. L., Data cited from, (Table 

17.1), 309. 
Husbands and wives, Correlation between 

ages of (Table 11.2), 198 ;_ c·onstants, 
22Q-221~ correlation ratios (Ex. 13.2), 
259. 

Hypergeometric series, refs. (Karl Pear
son), 506; (Camp) 507. 

Hypothetical universe, 333; sampling 
from, S·iS-346. 

ILLUSORY associations, 57:-58. 
Imbecility, Association with deaf-mutism, 

40-n, 45. 
Inclusive and exelush·e notations for 

statistics of attributes, 22. 
lneomes liable to sur- and super-tax; see 

Sur- and super-tax. 
IncomJJlt>te bela-function, tables, ref~ .• 

525; gamma-fum.'tion, tables, refs., 52:>; 
elliptic integrals, tables, refs., 525. 

Independence, Criterion of, for attributes, 
34-3:>; case of complete, for attributes, 
6Q-62; form of contingency or correla· 
tion table in case of, 74; x• test for, 
411!-430. 

lndept-ndcnt variable in curve fitting, 
:aa-1114. 

Index-numbers of price&, 129-130; use of 
geometric mean for, 129-1:JO; of animal 
i'f'eding-stutrs and home-grown oats 

• (Table 11.7), 203; eorrelatiou betweef!, 
215-218; refs., 502-503, 52ri. 

Indices, Correlation between, 800-801 ;" 
refs., 513-514. 

Infinite lind finite universes, 332-·333; 
sampling from, 344-3~5. 

86 
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lnO<'ulation agl\inst cholera, Examples, 
40,42-43,420,426-427. 

Inoculation Bl!'llinst tuberculosis in cattle, 
Example, 42.'>--426. 

Interclass correlation, 234; ttU Correla-
tion. · · · 

Intennediate observations in a freqnell<'y
distribution, Classific.ation of, 85, 87-88; 
in correlation table,197-198. 

Interpolation and graduation-generally, 
46~93; simple interpolation, 462; 
differences, 462-464; Newton'sfonnula, 
4().i.-468; interpolation of statistical 
series, 468-470; practical work, 47Q-
473; number of differences to use, 
470-171; · choice of set of u's, 472; 
possible fonns of pol~-nomials, 47~73; 
effect of errors on differences, 473-477; 
effect on differences of subdividing an 
interval, 477; breaking-up. a group, 
477-479; fonnula for hah·ing a group, 
479-180; graduation, 480-185; inverse 
interpolation, 485-487; estimation of 
the position of a maximum, 487-488; 
modif)ing central ordinates to equiva
lent areas, 489;• refs., 524, (Italian) 
526--527. 

Interval, Subdivision of, 477. 
Intraclass correlation, '253-258; coefficient 

of, 255-258; limits to negative values 
of coefticient, 256--257; in analysis of 
variance, 448. 

Inverse interpolation, 485-187. 
Irwin, J. 0., refs., Recent advances, 495; 

sampling distribution of means, 518; 
x• test, 521; analysis of variance, 522; 
frequency-distribution of means of 
samples, 522. 

Isotropy, Def., 72; generally, 71-74; of 
nonnal correlation table, 237-239; 
refs., 500. . . - - • 

Isserlis, L., refs., Partial correlation ratios, 
511; conditions for real significance of 
probable errors, 519; fitting poly
nomials (Tchebycheff), 515; probable 
error of mean, 522; small samples 

. (under Greenwood), 522. 

.JACOB, S. ll., refs., Crops and rainfall, 
512-513. 

Jeffery, G. B., refs., Sampling (undeT 
Pearson), 523. 

Jeffreys, H., refs., Scientific l11jerence, 
495. 

Jensen, A., refs., Sampling methods, 516. 
·. Je\·ons, \V. S., t:se of geometric mean, 

130; refs., system of numerically 
definite reasoning (theory of attributes), 
499; Pure Logic and other .llirwr Work8, 

• 4'J9; Investigati.uM in CurreiiC'!J ar~d 
J'iiiWICe, 502. 

John, V., refs., Der Xame Statistik, 498; 
""- GescJ.ichk der St8tistik, 498. 
Jordan, C., refs.; Time .series, 512; cun·e 

fittinJ!, 515; Stalilftiq•re fflathimnliqllr, 
496,515. 

.J-shaped frequency-distributions, 98-101. 

MPTEYN, J. C., refs., Sknr Fr~lln•r•t
t"lll't"e/1 irt Biology and Stnli11ti~, 54rZ, 54J7. 

Kelley, T. L., ·refs., Correlation. 511: 
tables to facilitate the computation of 
correlation coefficienu, 525; Stal~tical 
lUrlhod, 496. 

Kelvin, Lord, Dictum on mea<~urement 
and knowledge, 1. 

Kt>ynes, J. l\1., refs., A TrtatiiJe ort Prob
ability, 495, 516. 

Khotimsky; IJU Chotimsky. 
Kick of a horse, Deaths from, foUowi!lg 

Pois.'!On distribution, 191. 
Kin!!, George, Graduation of age statistics, 

41J3.-483. 
Kiser, C. V., refs., Bias in ~~amplin!!'. 51 fl. 
Knibbs, Sir G. H., refs., Price· index
. numbers, 503; frequency~un;es, 508.· 
Kohlweiler, E., refs., Stalistik im Dim.rle 

der Ttchnik, 491. 
Kohn, S., refs.,TMory of Stal~tkal Jldhod, 

496. 
Kondo, T., refs., Standard error of rnl"an 

square contingency, 519; of standard 
de,iation, 51~. 

.Koren, J., refs., History of Statistir~, 498. 
Kurtosis, Def., 165; ealc-ulation of, 165; 

of binomial series, 174; of Poisson 
distribution, 189-190; effl"ct on stan
dard error of standard deviation, 400. 

LabQIIT Gautk, Index-number, refs., 50.'!. 
Labourers, Agricultural, llinimum wa~ 

rates of; see Agricultur.il labouren' 
earnings; see abro Earnings. 

Laplace, Pierre Simon, llarquis de, 
Nonnal distribution, 169; refs., Thi•A'ie 

· analytiq~ da-Probabilitis, 504, 519. 
Latshaw, V. V., refs., Curve fitting (urJ<kr 

Davis), 515. . 
Le Roux, J. ll., refs.; Sampling, 522. 
Leading term and leading differences, 463. 
Least squares, .Method of, in fitting 

regression lines, 209-210, 262-263; in 
fitting curves generally, 309--331; equa
tions, 312-313. 

Lee, Alice, Data cited from, (Table 6.9), 
98,125, (Table 11.3),199; refs., gl"neral· 
io;ed probable error in multiple correla
tion (under Pearson), 510; inheritanee of 
fecundity and fertility (under Pt'arson), 
513. -

Lemrw minor, Corn-lation between lc~M.hs 
of mother- and daughter-frond in, 218-
221; rate of !!'ro•"th of, 316--318. 

Leptokurtic curve.i, 165. 
Lester, A. ll., L'npublished data on S(·rew 

measurements, (Table 6.31, !> ... 
Levels of significance, in x• t«.>St, 4:!4-&23; 

in 1-test, 440; in z-test, •u. 
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l.,evy, H., refs.,Elrmn1/s of Probability, 495. 
Lexis, \V., Use of term "precision," 144; 

alternative approach in sampling of 
attributes, 368-3r.9; refs., Abhand· 
lungen :wr Thror J. dtr Bevolkt>rungs
und .Uoralstati.stik, 496, 516; Thtorie 
der .Uassmerschtimmgtn, 516. 

Linear constraints, 415. 
Linearity of regression, 207; tests for, 

2-i5, 409, 455-456. . 
Lipps, G. F., refs.,l\leasures of dependence 

(association, correlation, contingeJJcy, 
etc.), 499, 500; Fechner's Kollectit•mass
lehre, 501, 

Little, W., Data as to agricultural 
labourers' earnings cited from (Ex. 
11.2), 224. 

Livi, L., refs., Elementi di Stalistica, 526. 
Logarithmic increase in population,_ 127-

129: in duckweed, 816-318. 
Loss in weight in soils, Percentage; srt 
· Percentage. . 

·Lottery sauipling, 340-341. 

1\IACA_ULt~·, F. G., refs., Smoothing time 
sertes, ... 12. 

l\laedonelt1 W. R., Data cited from (Table 
6.6), 90. 

l\lanifold classification; see Classification. 
· lllarch, L., refs., Index-numbers, 503; 

correlation, 512. 
1\Iarriage rate and trade, Correlation of 

movements, 294-296. 
Marriages, Australian; see under 

Australian. • 
Marshall, A., refs., Jlloney, Credit and 

Commerce, 503. 
Martin, E. S., . refs., Corrections to 

moments, 504. 
Maximum, Estimation of position of, 

487-488. 
!\IcAlistt>r, Sir Donald, refs., Law of 

geometric mean, 502. 
McKay, A. T., refs., Sampling distribu-

.tion of correlation coefficient, 519. 
McNemar, Q., refs., Partial correlation 
· (under Kelley), 511. 
1\lean, Arithmetic-generally, 114-120; 

def., 114;. nature of, 114; 'calculation 
of, for a groupe4'distribution, 115-118; 
inHuence of grouping, 118, 119-120; 
position ·relativt>ly to mode and median, 
125; diagram (fig. 7.2), 118; sum of 
deviations from, is zero, 118; of series 
C'Oill.pounded of others, 119; of sum or 
difference, 119-120; comparison with 
median, 122-124, 887; -summary com
parison with median and mode, mean is 
best for all general purposes, 125-126; 
reciprocal character compared with 
harmonic mean, 130-131; of binomial 
diatribution, 178; of Poisson distribu
tion, 189; weighting of; 302-306; 
standard error of, ~86-387,. 388-:891; 

means of two samples, 3S7-38S, (small 
samples) 442-443; estimates of, 434-
435; refs., 501-502, 517-520, 521-52,j,, 
(Italian) 527. ~ 

l\Iean deviation; see Deviation, Mean. 
-error,, 144; see Error, Standard; 

· Deviatiofi. Standard. . 
l\Iean, Geometric,114; generally, 126-130; 

def., 126; calculation, 126; less than 
arithmetic mean, 126; difference from 
arithmetic mean in terms of dispersion, 
(Ex. 8.12), 153; of series compounded 
of others, 127; of series of ratios or. 
products, 127; - in estimating inter· 
censal populations, _ta7-129; conveni
ence for index-numbers, 129-130; 
weighting of, 306. · 

Mean, Harmonic, 114; generally, 130-
131 ;' de f., 130; ··calculation, 130; is 
less than arithmetic and geometric 
meanlfJ 131; difference from arithmetic 
mean in terms of dispersion (Ex. 8.13), 
158; reciprocal character compared 
with arithmetic mean, 130-131; in 
theory of sampling, when numbers in 
samples vary (Ex. 19.11),-372. 

l\Iean square error, 144. 
-,Weighted, 302-306; def., 302; differ

ence between weighted and unweighted · 
means, 303-304; applications of weight
ing to correc-tions of death-rates, etc., 
for age· and sex-distribution, 305-306 ;. 
refs., 514. 

Median, 114; generally, 120-124; def., 
120; indeterminate in certain cases, 
120; unsuited to discontinuous ob
servations and small series, 120-121; 
calculation of, 121; graphica~ deter
mination of, 121-122; comparison with 
arithmetic mean, 122-124, 381; ad
vantages in . special cases, 128-124; 
slight influence of outlying values on, 
12.&; position relative to mean and 
mode, 125, (fig. 7.2), 118; weighting of, 
806; standard error of, 380-885 ; refs., 
517-520. 

Meidell, II. B., refs., Sampling, 519, 523. 
1\leit.zen, P. A., refs., Geschichte, Thl'orie 

u11d TechTtik der Statistik, 498. 
Mendelian breeding experiments as illus

trations, 44, 180, 358; refs., fluctua
tions of sampling in, 516-517. 

Mentality, Relationship with weight in a 
selection of criminals (Table 5.6), 78. 

Mercer, W. B., Data cited from (Ex. 6.5 
(c)), no. 

1\lethod of least squares; see Least squares. 
Methods, Statistical, Purport of, 8; def., 

3. 
Mice, Numbers in Utters, Jfarmonic.mean,' 

130; proportions of albinos ·in litter~~o 
fluctuations compared with theory of 
sampling (Exs. 19.12 and 19.13), 372. 

Migration, Random, refs., 508. 
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ililk-yield in cows, Correlation with age 
(Table 11.4), 200; (fig. 11.9), 212; 
constants (Ex. 11.8), 225; correlation 
ratios (Ex. 19.1), 259. 

Milton, John, Use of word "statist," 4. 
Miner, J. R., Tables for calculation of 

correlation coefficients, 525. 
Mises, R. von, refs., W ahrscheinlichkeit, 

Statistik tmd. Wahrheit, 495; W ahr· 
scheinlichkritsrechnung; 496. 

Mixed sampling, 836, 347-848, 
Mode-generally, 124-125; def., 124; 

approximate determination from mean 
and median, 125; diagram showing 
position relative to ·mean and median 
(fig. 7.2), 118; weighting of, 306; refs., 
502. 

Modifying central ordinates, 489. 
Modulus as measure of dispersion, 144; 

see Precision. 
Mogno, R., refs., Interpolation, 526. 
Mohl, R. von, refs., Geschichte und 

Literatur der Staatswissenschaft, 498, 
Moir, H., refs., Frequency-curves (mor

tality), 508. 
Molina, E. C., . refs., Bayes' theorem, 

523. 
Moments-first, def., 116; second, def., 

135; general, def., 154; expression of 
moments about mean in terms of those 
round an arbitrary point, 155-156; · 
calculation of, 156-159; Sheppard's 
corrections for, 160; of bivariate dis
tribution, footnote, . 214; standard 
errors of, 394-404; correlation between 
errors in, 394-404; refs., 505, 517-520. 

Moments, Examples of, Height distribu
tion, 156-158, 160; marriage distribu
tion, 158-159, 160; weight distribution 
(Ex. 9.1), 167; milk yield distribution 
(Ex. 9.5), 167-168. 

Montessus de Btlllore, R. de, refs., Prob
abilites et Statistiques, 496. 

Moore, L. Bramley, Data cited from, 
(Table . 6.9), 98; refs., .inheritance of 

. fertility and fecundity (under Pearson), 
513. 

Morant, G., refs., Poisson distribution, 
506. 

Mortality; see Death-rates. 
1\lortara, G., refs., Lezioni di Statistica 

Metodalogica, 526. 
Movements, Correlation, in 'two variables, 

Methods, 292--296; refs., 512--513. 
l\Iultiple correlation coefficient, 277-279; 

calculation of, 278; relation with 
measure of closeness of fit for simple" 
curves, 329; use of standard error in 
judging significance of, 409; testing 
significance of, 456-458; _see Correlation. 

NEGATIVE classes and attributes, 13. 
Newbold, EthelM., Application of partial 

correlation methods to coefficients not 

determined by produc-t-moment met hod, 
footnote, 270; refs., frequency-distribu· 
tions, accidents, 506. 

Newsholme, Sir A., rtfs., Birth-ratt's, 
• correction for age·distribution, 514; 
-Vital Statistic.,, 497, 

Newton's formula, in Interpolation, 464--
468; binomial coefficients in (Table 
24.4), 470. 

Neyman, J., refs., Representative method 
in sampling, 516; use and interpreta
tion of test criteria, 521, 523; x• dis
tribution, 521 ; small samples, 523. 

Niceforo, A., refs., La J.Uthode statistique, 
496, (ll Metoda· Statistuo, !>26); La 
Misura della J"ita, 501. 

Nixon, J. W,. refs., Experimental test of 
normal law, 506, 507. 

Normal dispersion, in Lexis' sense, 369. 
Normal distribution, 169; generally, 

180--187; deduction from binomial 
distribution, 177-180; ordinates, 182--
183; table of ordinates, Appendix 
Table 1; areas, 183-184; table of 
areas, Appendix Tables 2 and 3; 
standard deviation, 182; mean devia
tion,.182; moments, 182; {J1 and {J1, 

182; seminvariants, 182; fitted to a 
given distribution (fig. 10.3), 187; 
quartile deviation, 184-185; range ± 30' 
cuts off all but small fraction of whole, 
185; as an error distribution, 185-186; 
occurrence of, in Nature, 186; place of, 
in theory, 186-187; numerical examples 
of use of tables, 183-184; normality 
of · sampling distributions, 437-438; 
refs., general, 505-506; dissection of 
compound curve, 508. For normal 
correlation, normal surface, see Correla
tion, Normal. 

Norton; J.P., Data cited from (Table 11.5), 
201; refs., Statistical Studies in the 
New York J.loney Market, 512. 

Numerical data, Statistics concerned with, 
2. 

Nybolle, H. C., refs., Theorie der Stalislik, 
497. 

OATS, Hom~~grown, Index-numbt'r' of 
. prices of, Correlated with price index of 

animal feeding-stuffs (Table 11.7), 203, 
215-218. . 

'bgive curve, Galton's, 150--151. · 
Oldis, E., refs., Sampling of correlation 

coefficient (under Cheshire), 522. 
Oppenheim, A., refs., Charlier's form of 

the frequency function (ut1der Aitken), 
515. 

Order of a class, 14; of generalised corre· 
· lations, rt'gressions, deviations, and 

standard deviations, 264; of multiple 
correlation coelticient, 278. 

Orthogonal polynomials, 32-J.. 
Osculatory interpolation, 484. 
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PABST, l\1., refs., Sampling of rank cor• 
relation coefficient (undn Hotelling), 
522. 

Paciello, U., refs., Variation, 527. 
Pairman, E., refs., Corrections to moments, 

504. 
Palgrave, Sir R. II. I., Dictionary of 

Political Eronomy, 498. 
Parabolas, f"itting of, to data, 309-331; 

def., 310; degree of, 310. 
Parameters, lStatistical. def., footnote, 

373. . 
Pe.reto, V., refs., Cours d'iconomie poli

tiqtu~, ~01. 
Parkes, A. S., refs., Sampling of attri

butes, 516. 
Partial association; see Association, 

Partial. 
- eorrelation ; Bte Correlation, Partial. 
Pauperism, Correlation with earnings and 

out-relief (Ex. 11.2), 224, 27Q-272; 
with out-relief, proportion of aged, etc., 
272-275, 288-291. 

Pearl, R., refs., Probable errors, 519; 
Introdrtction to .l'tledical Biometry, 497. 

Pearse, •G. E., Data cited from, (Table 
6.14),106; refs., corrections to moments, 
50-i. • 

Pearson, E. S., refs., The Application of 
Statistical Method& to Industrial Stond
ardisation, 496; tests for normality, 
519; probable errors, 519; distribution 
of range, 519; polychoric coefficients, 
500; ls test, 521; use and interpret&• 
tion o test criteria, 521, 523; sampling 
distribution of correlation coefficient, 
521, 522, 523; small samples generally, 
523. . 

Pearson, Karl--contingency, 68-69; ''cor· 
rection" to coefticient of contingency, 
footnote, 69; coefficient of variation, 
149; definition of {J's, footnote, 161; 
skewne~s, 162; binomial apparatus, 
176; system of curves, 192; relation· 
ship between nom1al correlation and 
eontingency, 239; sampling methods, 
399; data. cited from, 73, (Ex. 5.1), 
79-80, 98, 125, . 199; refs., historical 
notes, 498; biography of Galton, 498; 
obituary of Pearson by Yule, 498; 
correlation of characters not quantita· 
tively measurable, 499; contingency, 
t'tt!., 500, 501; mode, 502; standard 
deviation, 504; COt'fficient of variation, 
50-i; correction to moments, 504; 
influence of broad categories on corre
lation, 504; frequency curves and 
eorrehition, 506-507; binomial dis
tribution and machine, 507; hyper
geometric series, 507, 517; dissection of 
compound normal curve, 508; general 
methods of curve fitting, 507; correla• 
tion and correlation ratio, 509, 510, 511, 
512, 514; fitting of principal axes and 

planes, 510, 515; testing fit of regres
sion and other curves, 510; inheritance 
of fertility, 513; correlation between 
indices, 514; weighted• mean, repro
ductive selection, 514; ' curve fitting, 
515; sampling of attributes, 516-517; 
probable errors, 519-520; sampling 
generally, 519, 523; tables of prob
ability integrals for small samples, 519, 
523; x• distribution, 521 ; small 
samples, 523; (Editor) Tracts for 
Computers, 525; Tables for Statis
ticians and Biometricians, 525; • Tables 
of B-fu'nction, 525; ·Tables of Gamma
l'unction, 525; Tables of Elliptic Integ
rals, 525. 

Pearson curves, 192. 
Peas, Applications of 'theory of sampling 

to experiments in crossing, 353. 
Pecten, Correlation between two diameters 

of shell, 197; constants (Ex. 11.3), 225. 
Pepper, J., refs., Sampling, 519, 520. 
Percentage loss in weight, Relation with 

temperature, for certain soils (Table 
17.5), 322; curve fitted to data, 32Q-
323; diagram (fig. 17.5), 324. 

Percentage, Standard error of, 351; when 
numbers in samples vary (Ex. 19.11), 
372; see also Sampling of attributes. 

Percentiles, 15Q-151; def., 150; ad van· 
tages and disadvantages, 151; use for 
unmeasured characteristics, 15Q-151; 
standard errors of, 38Q-382; correla· 
tion between errors of sampling in, 
385; refs., 504, 517-520. 

Perozzo, L., refs., Applications of theory 
of probability to correlation of ages at 
marriage, 508. 

Persons, W.l\1., refs., Indlx-numbers, 503. 
Petals of Ranunculus bulbosus, Frequency 

of (Ex. 6.5 (d)), 110; unsuitability of 
median- in case of such a distribution, 
120. . •• 

Peters, J., refs., Multiplication tables, 524. 
Petty, Sir William, refs. (under 'Hull), 

Economic Writings, 498. 
Pietra, G., refs., Interpolating plane curve, 

515; Statistica, 526·; interpolation, 
526; variation, 528; statistical rela· 
tions, 528. · 

Platykurtic curves, 165. 
Plaut, H., refs., Anwendungen de;r..-math, 

Statistik auf Probleme der Massen
fabrikation, 497. 

Poincare, H., refs., Calcul des Probabilitis, 
495,516. 

Poisson, S.D., 169; refs., Sex-ratio, 517; 
Rechert;hes sur la Probabilite des Juge
ments, 506. 

Poisson distribution, 169, 187-191; mean, 
atandard deviation, third and fourth 
moments,l89-190; &eminvarianbi,190; 
frequency polygons (fig. 10.4), 190; 
illustrations, 191; ref. to tables of, 190, 
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Polynomials, :Fitting of, to d:lta, 309-.131; · 
dl'grt>e of, 310: shortcomin~s of, 329; 
orthouonal, 8'H: difference& of, 464; 
po~•il ·le r ..... ll nf. in interpolation, 472-
4 i:J: M' l urve fitting; Interpolation. 

Poppll',, Stigmatic rays on, I<'requency 
(Table 6.2), 84; unsuitability of median 
in ('ase of such a distribution, 120. 

Population, Estimation of, behreen ('en· 
suses, 127-129; curve fitted to growth 
of, in England and Wales, 325-327; 
rt-fs., 502. . 

Posith·e classes and attributes, Def., 13; 
number of positive classt>s, 17; suffi
ciency of, for tabulation, 17; expression 
of other frt>quencies in terms of, 20-21. 

Precision, 144; def .• 186; of estimates, 
335; varies with square root of number 
of observations, 857. 

Pretnrius, S. J., Data cited from, (Table 
6.8), 96, (Table 6.10), 99; refs., skew 
frequency surfaces, 511. 

Prices, Index-numbers of, 129-130; use 
of geometric mean in, 129-130; refs., 
502-503. 

Principal axes, in correlation, 231; in 
fitting straight lines, footnote, 314. 

Probability, and statistical inference, 9-10, 
335; use of, in sampling distributions, 
375-376; refs., 516, (Italian) 527. 

'-integral, 183; see Normal distribution. 
Probable error; see Error, Standard. 
Pseudo frequency-distributions, 105, 108. 
Punched cards, Recording of infol'II\ation 

on, 76-77. 
Purposive sampl.i.D.g, 336, 346-348. 

QuARTILE deviation; see Quartiles • 
. Quartiles, quartile deviation and semi

interquartile range, 147-148; gener
ally, 147-149; defs., 147, 148; deter
mination of, 147-148; ratio of q.d. to 
standard deviation, 148, 149; advan
tages of q.d. as measure of dispersion, 
149; difference between deviaf:ions of 
quartiles from median as measure of 
skewness, 162; q.d. of normal·curve, 
184-185; standard errors, 380-382, 
385-386; refs., 504, 517-520. 

Quetelet, L. A. J ., Lettres sur la thiorie des 
probabilitis (Ex. 19.2), 371. 

RANDOM sampling, 336-345; technique 
of, 839-345; numbers (Tippett's), 341-
344; importance of, 345-346; · see 
Sampling; Simple sampling. 

Range, as measure of dispersion, 134. 
Ranks, 150-151; rank correlation, 246-

249; relationship with grades and 
grade correlation, 249-251; sampling 
of rank correlation coefficient, 410. 

Ranunculus brllbos1u, Frequency of petals 
(Ex. 6.5 (d)), 110; unsuitability of 
median for such distributions, 120. 

Ret-d, L. F., refs., Cunre fittin~r. 51.;, 
Hegi•trar-Genl'rnl: l'orn•ction. nr stan<t

arrlisation of death-ratP~, :'10.3, ref•., 
51-1: estimatt>s of population, ro·fA., 
.'i02; data cited from Report.~ of. 40-41, 
59-60, 83, 100, 1118, 292-214, 2!14-2!15, 
304,(Table 17.6),3211,(Table 19.1),3~, 
864-865, 865-3fl6, 4G8. 

RPgressions-gl'nerally, 206-2]] ; c:l.-f., 
curves of, 207, ('Oetlicients of, 213; 
total and partial, 2112-263; curvilinPar, 
207; test of curvilinearity, 2-l,j, 409; 
reduction to linear form in certain 
cases, 242-243; standard erroA of 
coellicients, 408-40!1; test of ~ignifiran<'e 
of, 443; test of linearity of, 455-4.-;6; 
refs., 510-511, 514--515. 

Reserves and discounts in Ameri<'an 
banks, Correlation (Table 11.5), 2()1, 
(fig. 11.2), facing 204. 

Residuals, 311; sum of squareJ~ miuimised 
by method of least squares, 8ll-312; 
calculation of sum of squares of, 327-
328. 

Rhind, A., refs., Tables for computing 
probable errors, 520. 

Rhodes, E. C., refs., Law of error, 508; 
fitting polynomials, 515; sampling, 517, 
520. 

Rider, P.R., Data cited from, 374; refs., 
recent advances, 495; small samples, 
523. -

Rietz, H. L., refs., Frequency-distribu
tions, 508; small samples, 523; ;uathl'
matical Statistic.!, 496; (Ed.) Jlandbook 
of lllathematical Statislit·s, 497. 

Ritchie-Scott, A., refs., Correlation of 
polychoric table, 500. 

Robinson, G., refs., Calculus of Ob-~en:a
tions, 496, 515, 524. 

Robinson, S., refs., Experiments on the 
X1 test, 521. 

Roll)anovsky, V., refs., Frequency-curves, 
508; multiple regressions, 511; curve 
fitting, 515; sampling, 523, 524. 

Room space, Defidency in, data from 1931 
Census Housing Report (Table 5.5), 77. 

Ross, Sir R., refs., Frequency-curves 
(Epidemiology), 508. 

Roth, L., refs., Elemmts of Probability, 
495. . 

Royer, E. B., refs., Contingency, i:iOO •. 
Russell, \V. T., refs., :Medical St11tistics, 

497. 
Rutherford, Lord, refs., Poisson dionribu

tion, 506. 

·SALISBt:RY, F. S., refs., Correlation, 511 
(under 1\:elley ). 

Salvemini, T., refs., Interpolation, 526. 
Salvosa, L. R., refs., Tables of Pearson's 

Type Ill Function, 52~. 
Sampling, . Theory of-mtroductory re

marks, 9-10; preliminary notions, 
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generally, 832-3·'8; types of sampled 
universe, 332-33-t.; estimation from 
samples,· 33~35; precision of estim
ates, 335; t~'J't"S of sampling, 336; 
random sampling, 336-346; bias, 337-
339; technique of random sampling, 
339-3-10; lottery sampling, 340-341; 
Tippett"s numbers, 341-844; sampling 
from infinite universes, 8~45; from 
hypothetical universes, 845; import
ance of random sampling, 845-346; 
purposive sampling, 836, 3.J,6-347; 
ri1ixed sampling, 336, 844, 347-348; 
stratified sampling, 336, 847-348; 
simple sampling, 350; sampling dis
tributions, 878-877; refs., 516. 

Sampling of attributes-conditions 
assumed in simple sampling, 350; 
standard deviation of number or pro
portion of successes in n events, 350-
852; eXJ&mples from artificial chance, 
352-353; standard error, 353; probable 
error,"358-354; case when propOrtion 
of successes is estimated from the data, 
35.._85!; examples, 855-356; case 
when \'. hance of success or failure is 
small, 356; standard error independent 
of size of universe, 856-357; precision, 
357; limitations of simple sampling, 
357-358; comparing If sample with 
theory, 859-360; comparing one sample 
with another independent thereof, 
360-361; comparing one sample with 
another combined with it, 361-362; 
effect of removing conditions of simple 
sampling, 862-368; application to sex
ratio, 863-865; sampling from limited 
material, 867; alternative approach, 
868-369; refs., 516-517. Su also 
Binomial distribution; Nonnal dis
tribution; Correlation, Normal. 

Sampling of variables, Large samples
j!'t-nerally, 378-412; sampling distribu
tions, 373-875; use of, 875-377; simple 
sampling, 378-379; approximations in 
theory of large samples, 879-380; 
litandard error, 380; for standard error 
of particular parameters, see under 
Error, Standard, or under the particular 
parameter; comparison of two samples, 
:187-388, 402-403; effect of breakdown 
of simple sampling conditions on 
standard error of mean, 388-391; 
general theorems on standard errors of 
moments, 39·io-898; effect of Sheppard'• 
corrections on 1tandard errors, 399; 
n:fs., 517-520. 

Sampling of ,·ariaLies, Small samples
generally, 4-3~61; estimates, 434; 
of arithmetic mean, 434-435; of vari
an~e, !:!5-4-36; degrees of freedom of 
eb11matea, 436-487; tests of signifi
cance, 437; assumption of normal
ity, 437-4:38; t-distribution, 4-38--4.4.2; 

applied to two samples, 442-443; to 
significance of regression· coefficients, 
443; :~:-distribution, 443-444; analysis 
of variance, 444-449; significance of 
rorrelation coefficient, • 449- 453; 
Fisher's transformation for, 451-453; 
t-test for, 453; significance of correlation 
ratio in uncorrelated universe, 458-455; 
of measure of linearity of regression, 
455-456; of multiple correlation co
efficient, 456-458; refs., 521-52~. 

Sandt;rs, H. G., refs., Field Experimenta-
tion, 497. · "' 

Saunders, l\liss E. R., Data cited from, 44. 
Savorgnan, F., refs., Variation, 528. 
Scale reading, Bias in, 86-87. · 
Scarlet fever, Ages at death from, (Table 

6.11), 100; (fig. 6.11), 101; mean, 117; 
median, 121. · 

Scatter diagrain, 205-206; generalised, 
275-277. . 

Scheibner, \V., Difference betW"Cen arith· 
metic and geometric, arithmetie and 
hannonic means (Exs. 8.12 and 8.18), 
153. 

Scottish l\lilk Records Association, 408. 
Screws, Measurements on (Table 6.8), 8-i. 
Semi-interquartile range; see Quartiles. 
Seminvariants, Def., 165; calculation of, 

166; .of normal distribution, 182; of 
Poisson distribution, 190; standard 
errors (Ex. 21.6), 412. 

Sex-ratio of births, Correlation with total 
births (Table 11.6), 202,212, (fig. 11.10), 
213, 245-246; constants (Ex. 11.8), 
225; applications of theory of sampling 
to, 368-365; refs. (under Vigor), 517; 
standard error of ratio of male to 
female births (Ex. 19.8).. 871. 

Shakespeare, W ., Use of the·. word 
..statist, .. 4. 

Shea, J. D., refs., Fitting polynomials, 
(under Birgs), 515. 

Sheppard, W. F., Correction of standard 
deviation and higher moments. for 
grouping, 160, 399; theorem on cor
relation of nonnal distribution grouped 
around medians (Ex. 12.4), 240; refs., 
calculation and correction of moments, 
505; normal curve and correlation, 506; 
theory of sampling, 510, 520. 

Shewhart, W. A., refs., Engir1eering 
Applications of StatiJ~IicallUelllod, 497; 
Economic Control of Quality of Manu
factured Product, 497; small samples, 
524. 

Shohat, J. (Chokhate, J.), refs., Sampling, 
524. ' 

Significance,Levels of; see Levela of signific-
ance; tests of &ignificance, 835-836, 437. 

Simple curve fitting; ~~~~ Curve fitting. 
Simple interpolation, 462. 
Simple sampling of attributes, 850-853; 

limitations of, 357-359; applications of, 
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• · 859-362; effect of removing limits· 
_:,tiona of, 362-868; simple samplin~ of 

·varinbka,.878-379; eft'cct on trtandard 
• error of mean of remo,•ing limitations, 

... 388-391. . . 
!:iinclair, Sir John, Use of words "statiati· 

c~l,'~ "statistics," 4-5. 
Sip<>s, A., refs., Time series, 513. 
Skew or BSymmetrical frequency-distribu

tions, 9"-98; see abo .t'requency-di.- . 
tributions. 

Skewness, 96, 98; measures of, 162-164.; 
standard~rror of Pearson's measure of, 
407. . 

.Small chanCl's, 191; see Poisson distribu
tion. 

- samples; see Sampling of variables, 
Small samples. 

Smith, B. B., refs., Time correlation, 513. 
Smith, C. D., refs., Tchebycheff inequali

ties, 524. 
Sncdecor, G. W., refs., Calculation and 

Interpretation of Analysis of Variance, 
524. . 

Snow, E. C., refs., Estimates of popula· 
tion, 512; tines and planes of closest fit, 
515. 

Soil, Relationship between temperature 
and. percentage loss in weight; see 
Percentage loss in weight. 

Solomons, L. l\1., refs., Limits to a measure 
of skewness, 505. _ 

Soper, H. E., refs.; Tables of Poisson 
Distribution, 506; Frequency Arrays, 
508; probable error of correlation 

·coefficient, 520; of bi-serial expression 
for correlation coefficient, 520; sam· 
pling, 520, 524. . 

"Sophister ~· (pseudo'nym), refs., Small 
· samples, 524. 
Southey, Robert, cited re Cosio's" Names 
- of the Roman Catholics, etc.," 105. 

Spahlinger vaccine for tuberculosis in 
cattle, Example, 425-426. 

Spearman, C., "Foot-rule" coefficient of 
rank correlation, footnote, 249; effect 
of errors of observation .on the standard 
deviation and correlation coefficient, 
298-299; refs., effect of errors of 
·observation, 513; rank method of 
correlation, 510, 518. ~-

Spurious correlatioo of imlices, 3()()-301 ; 
refs., 518-514. 

Standard deviation; see Deviation, Stand· 
a rd. 

-error; suError,Standard; for standard 
error of a particular parameter, see 

· under that parameter or under Error, 
Standard. 

Standardisation of death-rates, 805-306; 
refs., 514. · 

"Statiijt," Occurrence of the word in 
Shakespeare and Milton, 4. 

"Statistic," Use of singular form, 8-4. 

StatiAtif'RI, IntTOduetion and denlopmf'nt 
in mt>aning of the word, • -5; Sta/i.•tical 
Acc<»mt of Scotland. 4; Royal Stati"tif'al 
Society, 5; 11eope of statistical methods, 
2-10; design of statistical ill<JUiries, 33;;, 

Statistical llf'ries, Interpolation of, 41!8- • 
470. . . 

Statistic•, Introduction and development 
in meaning of word, 4-6; def., 3; 
theory of, dcf., 8; sketch of fidd of, 
~10; p<>pular attitude towards, 10. 

Stature, Corrt'lation of, for father and !IOn: 
(Table 1UJ), 1119;· diajZr.lml (fill. 11.8), 
facing 204, and (ftg. 11.8), 21J; con· 
stants (Ex. 11.8), 22.>; correlation 
ratios, 245; testing for normality, 2:i2-
2::17; for isotropy, 238-2:i9; diagonal 
distribution (fig. 12.2), 23'; contour 
lines (fig. 12.3), 236. 

Stature of males in the t:nited KinjZdom: 
(Table 6.7), 9-', (fig. 6.6), 95; calcula· 
tion of mean, 117. and of mf'dian, 121; 
of means and medians of individual 
countries (Ex •• 7.1), 131: of standard 
deviation, 138-139; of percentiles, 1.>1; 
of mean deviation, U6; of s.d., m.d. 
and quartiles of indh·idual t'ountries 
(Ex. 8.1), 152; of third 'and fourth 
moments, 156-158, 160; of p, and {1 •• 
161: of skewness, 163-164; distrit.u· 
tion fitted to normal curve (fig. 10.3), 
187; standard errors of mean and 
median, 381; of first to ninth dt'<'iles, 
385; of standard deviation, 400-401; 
of third and fourth moments, 40-'; 
correlation between errors in mean and 
11.d., (Ex. 21.5), 412. 

Stead, H. G., refs., Correlation codlicients, 
513. 

Steffensen, J. F., refs., Recent Rt!ltarchrs, 
496, 524; interpolation, 524. 

Stevenson, T. H. C., refs., Birth-ratf's, 
t'orrection of, for age distribution ( rmder 
Newsholme), 514. 

Stigmatic rays on poppiell, Frequency; 
see 11oppies. 

Stirling, James, Expression for factorials 
of large numbers, l78. 

Stoessiger, B., refs., Probability integrals 
for· small samples (unda Pearson), 519, 
528. . 

Straight line fitted to data, 813; reduc
tion of non-linear data to linear form, 
816-320. 

Stratified sampling, 336, 347-848. 
"Student" (pseudonym), .Mnemonic for 

platy- and lepto-kurtosis, 165; stand· 
ard deviation of distribution of rank 
correlation t'Oefficient, 410; refs., 
Poisson distribution, 506; elimination 
of spurioWI ('orrelatiOll due to position 
in time or space. 518; probable errors, 
520; distribution of means of ~amples 
not drawn at random, 520; probable 
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error of mean (t-distribution), 524; 
small sampll"s, 52-i. 

.. Student's" t-di~tribution, 438-443; fonn 
of, 4:i9; tabks of, 4:~9-440, and 
ApPI."ndix Table 5; applications of, 
44V-4-&2; comparison of two samples, 
442; significance of regression co
efficients, 443; significance of correla
tion eoefficil"nt, 4.i3. 

Subdivision of intervals, in interpoL'ltion, 
477. 

Subnormal dispersion, in Lexis' sense, 369. 
Sugar beet, Detem1ination of sugar con

tent, as illustration of sampling tech
nique, 347-348. 

Supernormal displ."rsion, in Lexis' sense, 
3tl9. 

Sur- and suPI."r-tax, Data on incomes 
liable to, (Table 6.5), 89; median, 
upver quartile and ninth decile (Ex. 
8.3), 153. 

t-DI"TRIBunos; see "Student's" t-dis
tribution. 

Tables of functions, etc., refs., 524--525; 
see also'under subject headings. 

Tabulation ~f statistics of attributes, 14, 
22; of a frt"queney-distribution, 88-89; 
of a correlation table, 197-198. 

Tangential interpolation, 484. 
Tappun, l\1., refs., Partial correlation, 511. 
Tchcbycheff, rt:fs., Fitting polynomials 

(St't Issl"rlis), 515; means, 520; in
equality (undn Camp), 521, (under 
Smith, C. D.), 524. 

Tt:houproff, Tdmprow, etc., see Tschup
row. 

Tedeschi, T., refs., Interpolation, 527. 
Temperature and pereentage loss in 

weight of certain soils; Bt'e Percentage 
loss in weight. 

Tests of signilicauce, 33.>-3:!6; with X"• 
418-'421; small samples, 437. See also 
Sampling of variables, Small samples. 

Tetrachoric r, 251-2.52; differs from pro
duct-moment correlation coefficient, 
2ii3; ~tandard error of, 408. 

Thiele, T. N., refs., Tht Theory of Observa· 
tiort.Y, 505. 

Thomson, G. H., refs., Th~ Essentials of 
lUental Jleasure1nent, 496; computation 
of n·1-oression coefficient, etc., 511. 

Thorndike, E. L., refs., Methods of 
measuring correlation, 510. 

Ticket sampling, 340. • . 
Tirne-eorrelation problem, 292-296; refs., 

512-513. 
Tippett. L. H. C., Sampling numbers, 

341-344; sampling distributions ob
tainl."d by use of, 374-375; refs., ex
tremes of samples (under Fisher), 522; 
Tlte .Uellwds of !}'tutislics, 497. 

'foehl."r, J. F., Data cited from, (Ex. 9.3), 
167, HIS; (Table 11.4), 200; correlation 

of milk-yield and butter fat, 408; refs., 
contingl."ncy (tmder Pearson), 500. 

Todhunter, I., refs., History of the JUafht· 
tnatical Theory of Probability, 498. 

Trachtenberg, III. I., refs., Property of 
the median, 504. 

Transvariazione, refs. (Italian), 527-528. 
Truncated frequency-distributions, 102-

103. 
Tschebycheff, P. L.; see Tchebycheff. · 
Tsehuprow, A. A., Coefficient of contin

geney, 70-71; refs., Korrelatumstheorie, 
496; partial correlations, 511 ; mathe
matical expectations of moments, 520; 
distribution of means, 524. 

Tuberculosis in cattle, Vaccine for, 
Example, 425-426. 

Type of array, Dcf., 196. 
Types of universe, 332-334; of sampling, 

336. 

ULTili.-\TE classes and frequencies, Def., 
15-16; sufficieney of, for tabulation, 16. 

Undertakings, Electricity; see Electricity. 
Universe, Def., 25; specification of, 26; 

t~-pes of universe for sampling purposes, 
332-334; finite and infinite universes, 
332--833; universe of universes, 334. 

U-shaped frequency-distributions, 101-
102, 104. 

VALUE of estates in 1715 (Table 6.12), 105, 
(fig. 6.18), 103. . 

Variables, Theory of, Generally, 82-308; 
sampling of, generally, 373-461; see 
Sampling of variables. 

Variance, for square of standard devia
tion, 135; standard error of, 399; 
estimates of, 434-435; analysis of, 
St't Analvsis. 

Variate, Def., footnote, 82; see Variables. 
Variate-difference correlation method, 

292-296, 477; refs., 512-513. 
Variation, Coefficient of, 149-150; stand

ard error of, 405-406. 
Variation, refs. (Italian), 527. 
Velocity-distance relation among extra

galaetic nebula!, (Table 17.1), 309-310; 
straight line fitted to, (fig. 17.1), 310, 
815-:H6. 

\'enl"re, A., refs., !\leans, etc. (under Gini), 
527. • 

Venn, John, refs., Logic of Chance,· 495, 
516, 517. . 

Veronese, G., refs., Interpolation, 527. 
Verschaeffelt, E., refs.,l\Jeasure of relative 

dispersion, 504. 
Vigor, H. D., Data dted from, (Table 11.6), 

202; refs., sex-ratio, 517. 
Vinci, F., refs., Variation, 528. 

\VAGt:s, l\linimum rates for agricultural 
labourers, see Agricultural labourers; 
of agricultunll labourers, correlated 
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__ . with .out-n'lief, panperisrn, et<'., ue I 
Eamings. 

-, Real, rt'fs., 503. 
\Valker, llelrn l\1., refs., lliBtvry of 

~lati.&ticnl 11/dhod, 4~8. . 
\Yarner, F., refs., Defects in ~~ehool· 

children, notation for atatiRti<'& of attri· 
.butes, 4D9. 

\Yater analysis, lllethod~ of, refs., 506. 
\Yalers, A. C., refs., Estimating inter
~sal populations, 502. 

"-eather and <'rops, Correlation, 291-292; 
refs.; 512. · 

Weight of criminals, Relation with 
mentality (Table 5.6 ), 78. 

-of· males in the United Kingdom 
(Ex. 6.6), Ill; mean, mf'dian and mode 
(Ex. 7.3), 132; standard deviation, 
mean deviation and quartiles (Ex. 8.2), 
152; mqments, p,, {11 and skewnf'RS 
(Exs. 9.1 and 9.2), 167; standard 
error of mean {Ex. 20.5 ). 392; of median 
and quartile& {Ex. 20.3), 392; of 
11tandard deviation (Ex. 21.1), 412. 

\Yeighted mean; su Mean, Arithmetic; 
· aiBo !\lean, Geometric; -Median; 1\lode. 

. Weldon, W. F. R., Dice-throwing, (Table 
6.15), 107, 351, 419, 423-424. 

\Yestergaard, H., refs., The~ der StatiJitik, 
497; Contributions, to th~ History of 
Stati.&tia, 498. 

'Yheat-ghoots, Distribution of (Table 
18.1), 338. 

\\"hippie, G. C., refs., J'ital Statistia, 497. 
\Yhitaker, Lucy, Data cited from, (Ex. 

10.17), 194--195; refs., Poisson distri
bution, 507. 

Whiting, l\1. H., Data cited from, (Table 
5.6), 78 •. 

\Yhittaker, E. T., refs., Calculus of Obser· 
vations, 496, 515, 52-i. 

\Yicksell, S. D., refs., Correlation, 513; 
in case of non-linear regression, 511. • 

\\"ilks, S. S., refs., Analysis of variance, 524. 
\\'ill, H. S., refs., Curve fitting, 513. 
Willcox, W. F., Citation of Bielfeld, 4. 
Willis, J. C., Data regarding CArysomelida 

(Table 6.13), 106. 
""ilson, G. S., and others, Use of coefficient 

of variation, 150; refs., T~ Bactnio
logical Grading of Milk, 505. 

''\'inters, F. \V., refs., Small samples (under 
Shewhart), 524. 

"'ishart, John, refs., Fit>ld E:rperirrumta
. tion, 497; sampling distributions, 520, 

524. 
\Volfenden, H. H., refs., 1\Iortalities and 

death-rates, 514. 
Woo, T. L., Relationship between later

ality of hand and laterality of eye (Ex. 
5.10), 81; tables for testing significance 
of correlation ratio and multiple cor
relation coefficient, 455, and refs., 52 ... 

__ \Yoods, Frances, refs., Index-numbers, 

503; index-<-<•rrelationll (•mdt>r Crown). 
511, 513. . 

Woods, Hilda ~I., refs., Jltdit"al SlotiJrtic•, 
497. 

\\"orkin~. II., rt'ls., Time ~rif>ll, 513. 
Working da.•-, C:O..t olli~;ng, refs., 503 •. 

YATE.'I, F., Data citffl from, (Table 18-1).. 
8:~8; refs., Lia• in II&IIlpling, 516. 

Yield of Jrmin, Data on, (Ex. 6.S (c)), 110, 
(Table 23.2), ~-

- of milk, Correlated with age in rows; 
•~e !llilk-'\·ield. . 

Young, A. A., rPf8., Al!e statisti<'l, 501. 
Yule, G. tJdny, Problem of pouperi'>m, 

288--291; U!le of principal &Xi'l in <'Un•e 
fittin~, footnote, 3I-'; data cited from, 
40, 42, 86,106, (Table 11.111,202, (Table 
11.9).. facing 218, 351-3.'i:!, -'46, 456; 
refs., history of words "statistics." 
"statisti<.-al," 4~8; obituary of Karl 
Pearson, 498; attributes, as.~iation, 

· ronsistence. etc., 499, 500; isotropy, 
influence of bias in statisti<'B of I]Ualiti..-s, 
500; determination of mode, 502; 
frequency curves, 506; application of 
Poisson distribution, 506; correlation, 
509,510,511, 520; pauperism. 512, 513; 
birth-rates, 513, 5U; time correlation 
problem, 513; correlation between 
indices, SU; sex-ratio, 517; fluctuation 
of sampling in ~lendelian ratios, 517; 
probable errors, 520; x• in c.-ase of 
association and continger..~y tables, 521. 

z-DISTRmL-no:o.-, su Fisher's z-distribution. 
Zimmerman, E. A. \\"., rse of word!l 

••statistics," ''statistical," in Englil<h, 4. 
Zimmerman, H., refs., ~lultipiication 

tables, 525. 
Zizek. F., refs., Die statisti.c~n .\litUl

u:erthe and translat;Wn, 50:!. 

{J-COEFFICIE:NTS; 161 j standard errors of, 
406. -

B-function, Tables of, refs., 525; use of, 
in s-test, "-"· 

,.-coelticients, 161. 
f-function, Tables of, refs •• 52.'i. 
z.__~nerally, 413-433; analogy •.-ith 

Lexis' Q, 369; def •• _.1~17; distribu
tion. 417; tabulation of P for, _.Iii, 425; 
cf. also Appendix Table 4 and diaj!T&m 
Al; use MS test of significance-, ,.-hen. 
cell frequencies are kno,.-n • priori, 
418-421; properties of the distribution, 
422; nom•ality for large •· 42:!; eon
ditions oo appli<'ation of test, 422-423; 
effectoftaking into a<'COuntsignsof de,·i
ations, 423-424; levels of siguifican<'f', 
-&2.._..25; additive property or. 426-427; 
estimation of theoretical frequencies 
from data, 427-429; experimeutson,421J
-'30; goodness offit, 430; refs.,_5:!0-521. 

' 


